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Resumo

O gerenciamento e o projeto de sistemas de engenharia complexos é um de-
safio interessante. A engenharia de sistemas é um campo interdisciplinar da
engenharia focado na melhoria da qualidade de projetos de sistemas. Ela en-
coraja o uso de métodos e ferramentas como simulação, otimização, análise
de confiabilidade e análise estat́ıstica para aumentar o conhecimento do sis-
tema, frequentemente representado como um conjunto de modelos. Uma
enorme variedade de sistemas dinâmicos precisa ser controlada e pode ser
modelada usando os prinćıpios da Teoria de Controle, a base da disciplina
de engenharia de controle. Em particular, a engenharia de controle obje-
tiva criar leis de controle para o sistema, que são modeladas usando dia-
gramas de bloco (também chamados de diagramas de leis de controle) e
validadas/verificadas usando simulação. Entretanto, a maior parte das va-
lidações de leis de controle realizadas na indústria é feita usando ferramentas
de simulação como o Simulink, e simulações não cobrem todos os comporta-
mentos do modelo. Além disso, não é fácil modelar uma arquitetura complexa
na qual redundância e monitoramento são comumente usados para se obter
segurança. Neste trabalho, nós apresentamos três principais contribuições:
(1) um conjunto de regras de tradução de modelos Simulink para a alge-
bra de processos CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes), incluindo uma
infraestrutura para suportar vários blocos discretos de Simulink; (2) uma
estratégia para validar a integração de uma proposta de arquitetura com
as leis de controle; e (3) a validação de um sistema de controle de voo dos
profundores de um avião produzido pela Embraer. Os resultados mostram
que a estratégia pode ser aplicada a modelos complexos através do uso das
técnicas formais de abstração de dados e verificação de modelos. Ademais,
a estratégia proposta aprimora o processo de desenvolvimento padrão (mo-
delo V) seguido pela indústria por encontrar potenciais defeitos em fases de
especificação do projeto, reduzindo tempo de desenvolvimento e custos.

Palavras-chave: engenharia de sistemas, sistemas de controle de voo, fly-
by-wire, Simulink, Embraer, métodos formais e verificação de models.
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Abstract

Managing and designing complex engineering projects is an interesting chal-
lenge. System engineering is an interdisciplinary field of engineering that
focuses on improving the quality of the system design. It encourages the use
of methods and tools such as simulation, optimisation, reliability analysis
and statistical analysis to increase the knowledge of the system, often repre-
sented as one or more models. A diverse range of dynamic systems need to be
controlled and are modelled using the principles of Control Theory, the core
of the control engineering discipline. Particularly, control engineering aims to
create control laws for the system, which are modelled using block diagrams
(also called control law diagrams) and validated/verified using simulation.
However, most industrial validation of control laws is realised using simu-
lation tools such as Simulink, and simulation does not cover all behaviours
of a model. Even more, it is not easy to depict a complex architecture,
where redundancy and monitoring are commonly used to obtain safety. In
this work we present three major contributions: a set of translation rules of
Simulink models into the process algebra CSP (Communicating Sequential
Processes), including an infra-structure to support several Simulink discrete
blocks; a strategy to validate the integration of a proposed architecture with
the control laws; and the validation of a Fly-by-wire Elevator Control System
designed by Embraer. The results show that the strategy can be applied to
complex models by using formal techniques involving data abstraction and
model-checking. Furthermore, the proposed strategy improves the standard
development process (the V-Model) followed by industry by potentially fin-
ding defects in early stages of the development, saving time and reducing
costs.

Keywords: system engineering, flight control systems, fly-by-wire, Simu-
link, Embraer, formal methods and model-checking.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Designing and manufacturing an aircraft is a technical challenge. This inter-
esting subject involves a wide range of engineering disciplines such as aero-
nautics and aerodynamics, avionics, (flight) control engineering, electronics,
mechanics, hydraulics, software engineering, etc.

A successful project needs the alignment of skills and efforts from all
teams/members and the approbation by authorities from a certification or-
ganisation. Aligning so many disciplines needs organisation and coordina-
tion. System engineering is an interdisciplinary field that describes how to
coordinate these disciplines and improve the quality of the system design.
Standardised by ISO 15288 [2], IEEE 1220 [3] and INCOSE/EIA 632 [4] as
guidelines for common understanding and good practices, it is defined by the
International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE1) as a structured
development process that proceeds from concept to production to operation
(see Fig. 1.1). Moreover, it encourages the use of methods and tools such as
modelling, simulation, optimisation, reliability analysis and statistical ana-
lysis to increase the knowledge of the system.

According to [1], the aviation industry follows a standardised system en-
gineering process model to manufacture a new product, the V-Model. In this
model, the process starts in a top-down approach for a detailed specification
of the product, with four levels of detail (see Fig. 1.2): product (aircraft),
systems, equipments and hardware/software components; and ends with a
bottom-up integration of the developed elements, using appropriate tests
and essays to complete each level and obtain a desired level of quality. While
this layered structure breaks apart some disciplines and can be observed by
the artifacts produced, the coordination of the overall process, and inside
each level, distributes the responsibilities among the teams.

1www.incose.org/
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Figure 1.1: System engineering process

Figure 1.2: V-Model development process

The V-Model is a standard provided by SAE International2 in its ARP
(Aerospace Recommended Practice) number 4754 [5]. Moreover, other pro-
cesses are also realised during the design and implementation of the air-
craft. For instance, the safety assessment process (described by the SAE
recommendation ARP4761 [6]) and the certification process (RTCA3 DO-
178B [7]). These two processes aim to avoid system faults and failures by
increasing the system dependability. That is, its availability, confidentiality,
integrity, reliability, safety, etc. Both processes were created to require the
aircraft to satisfy certain regulations according to certification standards. As
an example, in the United States of America, the Federal Aviation Regula-

2www.sae.org
3www.rtca.org
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tions (FAR) Part 25 is the official document that regulates the project of a
civil transport aircraft [8].

After an aircraft product is planned and its specification and category
(civil transport, military, etc.) are defined, the regulations established to the
product are often derived into safety requirements of the several constituent
systems of the aircraft [9]. In a civil transport aircraft, some of the affected
systems are those responsible for the primary aircraft functions (Fig. 1.3):
pitch (rotate aircraft nose up and down), roll (rotate aircraft body left and
right) and yaw control (rotate aircraft direction left and right); and secondary
functions such as high lift, airbrake and lift-dump on the ground [1].

Figure 1.3: Primary aircraft functions: pitch, roll and yaw

Systems that perform these functions are dynamic systems that need
to be controlled and are usually modelled using the principles of Control
Theory [10], the core of the control engineering discipline. Besides, control-
ling is a property that is normally modelled as Control Laws, equations
defined for specific operating points of the system.

The attitude of the aircraft — the orientation of an aircraft with respect
to the horizon — takes into account the situation of each component that
impacts the physical behaviour of the aircraft: airflow, engine power, orien-
tation, centre of gravity and positions of the flight control surfaces. However,
normally only the engines and surfaces can be controlled. While conventional
systems use mechanical devices to control the flight control surfaces, Fly-By-
Wire (FBW) systems use electronic devices for weight savings and better
performance and handling qualities. This really increases the number of ve-
rifications that must be performed, since any additional item of equipment
and hardware/software component must be tested alone and integrated to
the remaining elements of the product. Also, the validation and verification
become very expensive, as long as the several Flight Control Laws, scheduled
by flight computers, must be analysed.

Moreover, these laws are commonly designed as block diagrams (a visual
language where each block corresponds to a physical/logical element of the

11



system), inside simulation environments, like Matlab/Simulink [11], and the
validation/verification techniques used by engineers are usually based on vi-
sual inspection of numeric plots — an error-prone process. Another problem
is that system testing, performed on “iron bird” rigs (laboratories containing
real equipments integrated), requires a considerable investment on equipment
and facilities [1].

To reach the “time-to-market”, industry is always attempting to decrease
project costs and/or produce better products, improvements in the whole de-
velopment process. However, the use of tests as well as simulations and the
safety assessment process do not guarantee the absence of system faults and
failures. Moreover, even when these processes find mistakes, better results
could be achieved if these problems were found in early stages of the deve-
lopment (see Fig. 1.4).

Figure 1.4: The rising cost of design changes with project phase [1]

To guarantee the correctness of such systems the use of formal methods is
highly indicated [12]. Aviation companies, such as Airbus, Boeing, Dassault
Falcon and NASA, and their partners and suppliers, for instance Honeywell,
Rockwell Collins and Esterel Technologies, have been applying formal me-
thods and model based/driven development to improve their systems, as we
can see in [13, 14, 15]. Their ideas are transforming the V-Model into an
improved model (Y-Model [15]) in which model-based design is used to find
defects early; coding is heavily reduced by the use of certified code generators
from the design models; and the tests can be generated from requirements.
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Furthermore, some research projects also explicitly show the interest of these
companies in considering formal methods, as in the projects ESACS (Enhan-
ced Safety Assessment for Complex Systems) [16] and ISAAC (Improvement
of Safety Activities on Aeronautical Complex Systems) [17].

This work intends to use formal models as a basis to the analysis of FBW
systems defined by Embraer, one of the largest aircraft manufacturers in the
world. We propose to use the process algebra CSP (Communicating Sequen-
tial Processes) [18, 19] to model and analyse the system design (Simulink

model) of an Embraer FBW system, and thus to show that it is possible
to avoid or complement part of simulation and plot analysis currently reali-
sed. We chose CSP because it can model concurrent and distributed systems
modularly and elegantly, and we have a successful history of using this lan-
guage [20]. Moreover, CSP is a high level language useful to describe beha-
viour of components and connect components, allowing us to easily combine
not only the architectural components with the block diagrams, but also to
system property observers defined with the same constructions used to model
the components. Nevertheless, other formal languages can be used as well.
We want to take advantage of existing tools, like the Failures-Divergences Re-
finement (FDR) model-checker [21], to check the correctness of the design,
similar to [22].

The key idea of our work is to allow the analysis of the system without a
specific architecture as well as embedded into different architectures, similar
to what is performed in “codesign” [23].

By considering the environment (external devices/equipment, like side-
sticks, sensors and actuators) and the processors where the system will be
scheduled, the engineer could verify if the design satisfies some properties
before starting the coding and manufacturing phases inside the components
layer of the V-Model (or Y-Model), thus saving costs. Moreover, we plan to
define translation rules to allow automatic transformation of discrete time
Simulink block diagrams into the machine readable CSP (CSPm) [21] — the
FDR input language. We restricted our translation to discrete models be-
cause CSPm does not support continuous data domains. However, continuous
data are supposed to be supported if we use theorem provers such as CSP
Prover [24].

This dissertation is organised in six chapters: in Chapter 2 we present a
summary of some aspects of the state of the art in development of aircrafts
and Flight Control Systems, and give a brief overview of related work on for-
mal methods and its applicability to control systems. Chapter 3 presents the
concepts of control engineering and how block diagrams are defined in Simu-
link. Then, in Chapter 4 we introduce the concepts of the CSP notation and
how it can be used to verify properties of a system. Afterwards, Chapter 5

13



describes our strategy to analyse a system design considering both architec-
tural and operation requirements and the Simulink design of the controller.
The strategy is based on automatic rules that translate Simulink diagrams
into CSP models. Chapter 6 shows how a pilot project of a Fly-By-Wire sys-
tem developed by Embraer was verified using our proposed strategy. Finally,
Chapter 7 discusses the benefits and drawbacks of our verification strategy
as well as some related and future works.

14



Chapter 2

State of The Art

In this chapter we introduce the main issues related to the development of
an aircraft and its systems, as well as the current approaches and activities
for validation and verification of aircraft systems.

2.1 Aircraft and Aircraft Systems

The V-Model followed by the aviation industry is essentially the same for
both military and civil aircraft. It defines two legs: one of specification and
other of integration (see Fig. 2.1). Both legs share the same set of abstraction
layers, where one leg provides the artifacts that the other corresponding leg
uses to check their properties. In each layer several disciplines are employed
to fulfill its activities. In the following subsections we will focus on the
aircraft and system levels defined in this model.

2.1.1 Aircraft Definition

An aircraft project starts with a project brief ; a document containing market
and mission issues (such as number of passengers, payload, mission profile,
field length required for take-off and landing, etc.) [9]. For instance, the work
reported in [1] presents the following general objective (or project brief):

“...the transport of a given number of passengers and/or load from A to B:
safely, for minimum cost, taking care of ecological needs and taking

operational needs into account.”

From this document the “problem” is set. That is, the essential elements that
will constrain aircraft performance and operational requirements, manufactu-
ring considerations and limitation on resources. Some of these requirements
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Figure 2.1: Aircraft development as defined by the V-Model

may also impact clients, like changes in the infrastructure of airports, but
logically they originate requirements for the several systems, equipments and
components that compound the aircraft.

One of the most important requirements of a project is the mission profile,
which defines the flight phases such as taxiing, take-off, climb, cruising and
descent/landing. During each flight phase the several forces and moments
acting on the vehicle vary substantially. Furthermore, this wide range of
operating conditions are limited by the physical capabilities of the vehicle
(loading limit, temperature limit, stall limit, etc.), and this defines the flight
envelope.

To meet all these requirements, including the flight envelope, aerodyna-
mic designers work on the selection of an airframe; a mechanical structure
composed basically by the fuselage and the wings. And to reason about all
the forces and moments acting on the airframe (the dynamics of flight [25]),
the designers model the airframe as a rigid-body with three fixed axes (pitch,
roll and yaw - see Fig. 2.2(a)) and six degrees-of-freedom — three rotations
about, and three translations along, these axes. It is important to note that
several design configurations (Fig. 2.2(b)) can be evaluated when choosing
the aircraft layout that represents the best solution.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Aircraft coordinate system. (b) Conventional layouts

The final artifact produced at this step is a model of the aerodynamic
behaviour of the chosen airframe/configuration. This model is a composi-
tion between a nominal model (which captures the functional behaviour of
the system) and a set of tolerances. Obviously that, due to the complexity
involved in all these steps, industry in general reuse data provided from old
projects. However, modelling nonlinear aerodynamic behaviour is a challen-
ging topic even when initial wind tunnel (Fig. 2.3) data is provided to predict
the model behaviour.

To construct these models, engineers use tools like Matlab [26], from
MathWorks1. Matlab is one of the main modelling environments used to
simulate and validate mathematical/physical models. From this model a lot
of information is extracted to derive requirements to the items that compose
the aircraft. For instance, the materials that must be used in the airframe.
Besides, only with this model the other system models can be created.

A wide variety of activities of the aviation industry, such as the airplane
design, are regulated by federal organisations. These organisations define the
airworthiness requirements that an airplane must satisfy in order to be awar-

1www.mathworks.com
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Figure 2.3: Wind Tunnel

ded a Certificate of Airworthiness (CoA). After selecting an aircraft layout,
the airworthiness requirements are selected according to the aircraft type
specification produced by the manufacturer [9]. According to [1]: “the air-
worthiness regulations which are issued by the Airworthiness Certification
Authorities represent the law”. In Brazil, the Agência Nacional de Aviação
Civil (ANAC) is responsible to define the regulations that aeronautic indus-
try and airport infrastructures for civil aircrafts must use. In the United
States of America, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) specified the
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 25 to define the certification stan-
dards that must be fulfilled by a civil transport aircraft in order to be allowed
to fly [8]. Essentially, this regulation requires a civil transport aircraft to be
safely controllable and manoeuvrable during all flight phases. The process
consists basically in checking the safety/operational requirements for the air-
craft systems and its equipments.

After defining the standards and requirements of the aircraft, the ma-
nufacturer identify the required aircraft functions. These functions can be
grouped into primary functions such as pitch, roll and yaw control, and se-
condary functions such as high lift, airbrake and lift-dump on the ground.
Besides, they can be realised by one or more systems.

2.1.2 Defining Systems

The definition of a system is the description of hardware and software requi-
rements as well as the specification of mechanical, electronic and hydraulic
equipments, such as sensors, actuators, cables and pulleys; and how these
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elements must be put together to obtain the desired behavior. As previously
said, all these elements are used to support one or more functions. Particu-
larly, the systems that perform the primary functions are critical systems, as
long as they control how pilots command the aircraft attitude.

Spoilers

Slats

Rudder

Horizontal
Stabilator

Aileron Rudder

Flaps
Elevator

Horizontal
Stabilator

Figure 2.4: Flight control surfaces

Furthermore, to control the aircraft attitude and manoeuvring it, seve-
ral aerodynamic control surfaces (flight control surfaces: ailerons, elevators,
rudder, flaps and slats, spoilers, etc. — Fig. 2.4) are designed to allow pilots
to change the forces and moments acting on the aircraft. These surfaces are
controlled by Flight Control Systems (FCS).

Flight Control Systems (FCS)

As we said, an FCS is made up of a number of items (equipments). Accor-
ding with the technology of the equipments used, an FCS can be classified
as a conventional system or a Fly-By-Wire (FBW) system. In a conven-
tional FCS, the aircraft surfaces are controlled mechanically, demanding a
considerable pilot workload, as long as the mechanical linkages (for example:
cables and pulleys) to transfer the aerodynamic forces acting on the control
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surfaces to the yoke and rudder-pedal. Moreover, the physical capabilities
of the pilots also limit the forces they can apply to steer and manoeuvre the
aeroplane. FBW systems reduce significantly this effort, replacing mechani-
cal by electronic devices, such as side-sticks. Fig. 2.5 depicts the architecture
of a simple FBW system. The links involve one or more flight computers
to schedule the different Flight Control Laws (FCL) according with flight
conditions.

ACE

Actuator Flight Control Computer

Movement
Sensor of

Side−stick
Rudder−pedal

SensorAnemometric

Figure 2.5: The architecture of a FBW system.

2.1.3 System Design

We mentioned that the operating points of the flight envelope are very dif-
ferent. Besides, when an unstable airframe (with highly nonlinear aerody-
namics) is selected the systems are still more critical. It can be impossible
to a human being to pilot such an aircraft without the help of FBW sys-
tems. However, in an FBW system, an FCL must be provided for each
operating point [1], which is a non-linear system whose variables are the
vehicle forces and moments, altitude, air compressibility, temperature and
density effects, etc. Defining laws for such non-linear equations is a very
difficult task. To overcome this problem the flight control engineers create
linear approximations of these equations and design the system based on
these approximations [10].

Assuming the aerodynamic model is an accurate representation of the
final real aircraft, the flight control engineers can use several techniques to
model the control laws: differential equations, transfer functions, state equa-
tions, impulse response, convolution integral and block diagrams [10]. In
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this context, Matlab also provides several techniques to design the laws of
a control system. Furthermore, analysis for both nonlinear and linear mo-
dels of the aircraft aerodynamics can be realised to show that performance
requirements defined in the system’s equipments specifications can be met.

The use of block diagrams is an established technique to model a control
system. An FCS model is, essentially, composed by the computer control
logic (hardware or software controller). This model is created inside simu-
lation environments where the engineer can start working with a continuous
model of the system, using integral and derivative blocks, for example, and
analyse the resulting graphical plots of simulations (this is out of our scope,
for details see [10]). When the law is satisfying the requirements the engi-
neer can create or derive a new model using only discrete blocks to allow the
implementation in a digital computer. In this context, simulation environ-
ments such as Simulink [11] and SCADE [27] really increase the support for
the development of complex systems.

Once the systems design is done, the manufacturer splits each system into
equipment items and software/hardware components. Thus it asks suppliers
to develop these items and components, closely monitoring the entire (soft-
ware) development process of the supplier and maintaining the traceability
of all requirements and associated artifacts [1].

2.2 Validation and Verification of FCS

We mentioned that, to award an aircraft a Certificate of Airworthiness (CoA)
the manufacturer must demonstrate compliance with the airworthiness re-
quirements. The processes of verification and validation (V&V) are very
important to support the certification process of an aircraft [5]. The terms
validation and verification usually refer to the processes of: determining that
a specification is correct (or it is an accurate representation of the system’s
characteristics as thought by the client); and ensuring the correctness of the
solution proposed to a given reference specification, respectively [7]. Both
aspects are necessary: neither it makes sense to use a wrong solution for a
good specification nor any proposed solution for a wrong specification.

From the above definitions one can understand that the process of va-
lidation must be done before starting the implementation of any solution.
However, in some circumstances the validation can be a gradual effort being
applied through the development cycle with increasing confidence of correct-
ness being provided [5]. In our context, this is an important issue as long as
the aircraft aerodynamic model initially created by aerodynamic designers
can be improved with data provided by future in-flight tests, realised after a
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complete cycle of the development process. However, when this happens the
project must return to its initial development phases, increasing costs and
delaying the schedule.

In some industries, like Embraer (Empresa Brasileira Aeronáutica), the
validation and verification activities of an FCS are realised in a host com-
puter, running a simulation environment such as Simulink; and in target
computers, in a test laboratory and in a Flight simulator. During these si-
mulations the flight control engineers need both: the aerodynamic model
(plant) of the aircraft and the system controller model.

A host computer is used during the identification (validation) of a conti-
nuous model for the control law, and also to verify if a corresponding discrete
model for the same control law produces similar outputs to those analysed
in the continuous model with expected losses — due to linear approxima-
tions. As we can see in Fig. 2.6, signal generators (such as the block entitled
“Pilot”), constants and Scope blocks (such as “Stick Input” and “Angle of
Attack”) are often added to the model to obtain the results of a simula-
tion. Thus, the plots generated by Scope blocks are analysed to demonstrate
the acceptance of the design using well established methods, like the step
response analysis, which provides data showing the conformance with requi-
rements [10]. Block diagrams for control systems are presented in Chapter 3.

Figure 2.6: Control Law Diagram and Aerodynamics Model

When following the ARP4754 [5] (V-Model), a set of expected results and
suitable tests must be defined for each requirement specified in each of the
four levels. When the integration leg of the V-Model begins, the manufactu-
rer has to ensure the correctness of the system implementation with respect
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to the block diagrams performing a huge number of tests. The test vectors
(input data), used to validate/verify the discrete model in Simulink, are also
used during the verification of the implementations. This verification is per-
formed in an “iron bird” rig; a laboratory to execute tests in an skeleton of
the final product (see Fig. 2.7). Nevertheless, a representative rig structure
requires a considerable investment in equipment and facilities [1].

Figure 2.7: Iron bird (aircraft zero) laboratories

A third type of analysis permits the evaluation of the system behaviour by
test pilots, pilots that have several hours of flight and experience. However,
it needs the system controller to be already implemented and embedded into
the target computer. Fig. 2.8 shows two Flight simulators developed for
Embraer aircrafts Embraer 170 and Phenon 100.

Figure 2.8: Embraer Flight Simulators: E-Jet 170 and Phenon 100

Furthermore, supporting tools like the Simulink Verification and Valida-

tion [28] contribute to the work of certifying the correct design, implementa-
tion, and testing of Simulink models. Particularly, this tool allows monitoring
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the model signals during extensive testing; determining the model coverage
(percentage of simulation pathways — blocks executed — through a model
exercised by the tests); and providing a set of predefined checks to verify the
model compliance with DO-178B [7]. This latter feature of Simulink Veri-

fication and Validation is related to validating a discrete model used during
code generation avoiding elements or configurations that can generate safety
problems.

2.2.1 Formal Methods and Control Systems

Although the simulations, tests and certification activities have been used
during several years to provide confidence of the system safety, they cannot
guarantee correctness. Moreover, exhaustive verification of a system imple-
mentation using a test suite (set of test vectors) is commonly impractical [12].

Nevertheless, formal method techniques and tools can guarantee the cor-
rectness of a system by proof mechanisms. In general, this is realised in
abstract models of the system; mathematically rigorous models created with
formal notations (languages). The two main approaches to the formal veri-
fication of systems are theorem proving (deductive verification) and model-
checking (algorithmic verification). There are two main groups of languages
used in Formal Methods: state-based languages, like the Z notation [29]; and
process algebras, such as CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) [19].
Usually, theorem proving is generally used to analyse state-based languages,
while model-checker are used to verify process algebras. On one hand, the
Z notation can be used in some theorem prover such as Z-EVES [30] and
ProofPower [31]. On the other hand, CSP has a well established tool: the
Failures-Divergences Refinement (FDR) model-checker [21]. However, we
can also use CSP models as input for theorem provers: CSP-Prover [24]
(built over the Isabelle-HOL theorem prover [32]), HOL-CSP [33] and CSP
on PVS [34].

Moreover, other formalisms have been developed to describe a system:
CSS [35], Petri Nets [36], Circus [37] and OhCircus [38] are some examples
of very powerful languages. Besides, formal languages such as Circus [37]
and OhCircus [38] inherit characteristics of both state-based languages and
process algebras, but have a lack of mature automated tool support when
compared to CSP.

A crucial distinction between theorem proving and model checking is on
how the model is analysed. Theorem proving proves properties about mo-
dels using syntactic based inference rules, whereas model checking needs the
semantics representation of a model to analyse its properties. Therefore, in
principle model checking can only analyse finite state representation, due to
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a problem known as the state explosion problem. Therefore, theorem proving
is more general than model checking. However, while model checking is com-
pletely automatic, theorem proving is in general an interactive and arduous
task. Moreover, particular classes of infinite-state systems can be model che-
cked using specialised tools and techniques such as abstract interpretation
and data independence [39, 40, 41].

We have found three distinguished approaches to analyse control systems
using theorem provers. The first one is used to reason about performance
properties of block diagrams [42], such as phase-lag and gain [10]. It uses the
HOL system and has the objective of substituting completely some conven-
tional analysis techniques used by control engineers. The second one creates
an extension of the Z notation, called Time Interval Calculus (TIC) [43],
used to guarantee time-related properties of a control system. The last ap-
proach provides a way to verify implementations of control law diagrams
(block diagrams) using Circus [44, 45]. This last approach generates a formal
specification from the control law diagrams in order to define a compliance
argument and extract verification conditions that must be proved to show
that the code is correct. The proof is based on the refinement calculus [46],
which is a stepwise refinement for program construction.

Moreover, we also found many works proposing the use of process algebras
to verify control systems [13, 22, 47]. These works were proposed by Airbus,
NASA and their partners with the intent of applying model checking on fault
models, as in [13, 22] — using concepts of temporal logics [48]; and perform
hardware-in-the-loop tests, as in [47].

Most of these works can be used to find defects in early stages of the de-
velopment process and can significantly reduce the number of change cycles.
This is very important since process improvements may result in cost reduc-
tions, an ongoing research in industry.

In particular, this work aims to reduce the number of change cycles rea-
lised to correct defects that were found, for example, during the “iron bird”
rig tests. This is possible because we create a formal model of the system
architectural and operational requirements integrated to a formal model of
the control laws. Thus, defects observed in this integrated model are suppo-
sed to represent possible defects that could be discovered during rig tests of
the system.
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Chapter 3

Control Engineering and
Simulink

In the previous chapter, we cited tools and techniques used in the develop-
ment process followed by the aviation industry. We also gave an overview of
the complexity of system engineering. Control engineering plays an impor-
tant role in system engineering. It provides, for example, a way of analysing
inputs, outputs and components of a system using mathematical modelling.

To introduce the tools and techniques used by control engineers we need
to clarify what is a system and what is a Control System. Moreover, the
concept of control is also essential to understand how control law diagrams
are designed. Simulink is very complex software because of its extensibility
mechanisms and we do not aim to explain the entire software (for a detailed
explanation of Simulink refer to [49]).

3.1 Systems and Control Systems

The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) provides some
basic system engineering definitions in which we find that a system is an
integrated set of elements that accomplish a defined objective [50]; including
hardware, software, firmware, people, information, techniques, facilities, ser-
vices, and other support elements. The definition “integrated set of elements
that accomplish a defined objective” is appropriate, as long as the term
system is broadly used with different meanings by people from different dis-
ciplines. On one hand, engineers often use the term as a synonym to a (phy-
sical) system that receives inputs and produces outputs. On the other hand,
software engineers could refer to systems as computer programs/applications
(software), hardware or both.
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We can relate these perspectives using some concepts of a programming
language paradigms1 [51]: a system is an abstract entity with structure

and behaviuor to interact with an environment. That is, a system can re-
ceive/input or send/output information/data to the other abstract entities
that compose the context (environment) in which it resides (is deployed).
Furthermore, by structure we mean that a system contains a collection of
parts, which can also be other systems themselves. For example, recall that
in Chapter 2 we showed aircrafts are composed of systems that realise pri-
mary or secondary functions. Besides, commercial aircrafts are also systems,
and are part of a higher system: the Commercial Air Transport System
(including Airports, Air Traffic Control, Commercial Aircrafts, etc.).

This definition does not restrict people to work with the same tools and
techniques. In system engineering, each discipline focuses on different pro-
perties/informations of the system using different tools and techniques. So,
a control engineer can create control laws for the system using block dia-
grams (control law diagrams) whereas a safety engineer is analysing possible
faults and failures of the system and its equipments (parts). Moreover, sys-
tem engineering disciplines often use mathematical models to represent the
system. And each model can capture a different view of the system, focusing
on specific characteristics/features of the entire system or from a determined
part.

Control engineers often refer to a (physical) system/object to be control-
led as a plant (part of an equipment or a collection of items from a machine)
or as a process (an operation to be controlled) [10]. The idea is that control
laws (grouped into one or more controllers) are connected to the plant(s) to
define a Control System.

3.2 Control Theory

The concept of control is important for a variety of systems. Nowadays, it
is present in our lives not only in electronic and home appliance (TV, DVD
players, air conditioner, water heater, etc.) machines, but also in our vehicles
or even in your clock. Historically, the study of control theory started with
researches about single-input, single-output (SISO) linear control systems, so
called classic control theory. Afterwards, multi-input, multi-output (MIMO)
systems were also studied and named the modern control theory [10]. These

1In computer science, a programming language paradigm is a style of programming,
which is characterised by a group of concepts that drive the form programmers will code.
Changing from a paradigm to another radically changes the “idiom” of the programmer
and can be compared to changing how we think to speak into another language.
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theories are applicable not only to closed loop systems (Fig. 3.1(a)), which
use a feedback mechanism to control the system output(s); but also to open
loop systems (Fig. 3.1(b)), where the output is neither measured nor feedback
to be compared to the input of the system.

Figure 3.1: Control Systems: (a) Closed loop. (b) Open loop

Control Theory is applied by engineers to model or identify structures of
control systems. Classic and modern control theories defined several suitable
mathematical representations (model structures) for control systems between
non-parametric system representations like the impulse response, and para-
metric representations like ARX and Output-Error (see [10] and [52] for
detailed explanations).

On one hand, system modelling could be used to build a mathematical
model of the controller and plant based on fundamental principles of some
theory. For example, a model for a physical process is normally build based
on the Newton’s equations. This model is a “white box” model, as long as
the engineer knows exactly how it behaves internally [52]. However, such
models may be overly complex or impossible to be modelled in reasonable
time due to the complex nature of many machines and processes. On the
other hand, system identification is used to discover a model structure that
produces some output y if excited by an input signal u. The model structure
discovered must, at least partially, contain the cause-effect relation described
by the data measured from the behavior (outputs) of the plant and the ex-
ternal influences (inputs). This model is also known as a “black box” model,
as long as it does not describe exactly what is actually happening inside the
plant; or as a “gray box” model, if a certain model is already available, for
example, from previous products. This technique is interesting to the de-
velopment of aircraft systems because the aircraft aerodynamic model that
represents the plant is commonly obtained from data measured in wind tun-
nels and “iron bird” laboratories [1], as previously said. The work presented
in [52] applies system identification using experimental data collected in the
Embraer Iron Bird Laboratory facilities. It compares some common parame-
tric model structures and discusses which structure to use in order to obtain
a state-space model or a transfer function of the system.
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When the model structure is defined, it is time to begin the design of the
controller (control laws). In [10], it is highlighted that many real systems
are in fact nonlinear2, but linear in some limited ranges of operations. For
example, a hydraulic actuator may work linearly using input pressures from
1800 to 3600 psi, but saturate (it behaves non-linearly) for lower and higher
hydraulic pressures. Thus, a common approach is to create a series of linear
models from the nonlinear system model, and then proceed to the design of
a controller for each linear model, creating a mechanism that “schedules” the
active controller depending on the operating condition [1].

Furthermore, when modelling a system — both the plant and the control-
lers — it is common to define the system variables, implicitly or explicitly.
To create a controller, for a given plant, it is necessary to identify the va-
riable to be controlled. It must be one of the system variables and it is usually
one output of the plant. Each control law is associated to only one variable
to be controlled, although this variable can have several associated control
laws. Complex systems, such as aircrafts and automobiles, may have several
variables to be controlled and consequently a lot of control systems. Moreo-
ver, an input variable is selected as the control variable, while the remaining
inputs are fixed to define an operating point.

Some methods — like as step response analysis [10] — help constructing
controllers for linear control systems by analysing specific visual plots obtai-
ned from input signals such as an impulse, a step, a ramp or sinusoidal wave
(see Fig. 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Signals: (a) impulse; (b) step; (c) ramp; (d) sinusoidal

The advantage of these signals in linear systems is that a linear system
obeys the principle of superposition. This principle (also known in program-
ming languages as the principle of compositionality [51]) guarantees that the
result of applying a function f to the sum of two input values x and y is
equal to the sum of f (x ) and f (y); or that the result of applying a function
f to the input value x multiplied a constant K is equal to K ∗ f (x ).

2For example, the output of the plant can saturate for huge input values, or a quadratic
nonlinearity can occur in some components of the system.
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So, analysing the step, ramp or sinusoidal input signals with unit values (x
equals to one) it is enough to understand the entire model. The step response
analysis, for example, can be used initially to understand the behaviour of a
plant or the behavior of a control system (a controller connected to a plant)
in an open loop configuration (Fig. 3.3);

Figure 3.3: Step response analysis - Open loop

and then observe the system in a closed loop configuration (Fig. 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Step response analysis - Controllers comparison

It permits the engineer to choose the best controller to be implemented,
based on visual inspection and comparison of the plots produced by the step
response of each controller for the same operating condition.

A controller structure commonly used is the PID (Proportional, Inte-
gral and Derivative) controller [10]. This controller structure is a family of
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controllers (P, I, D, PI, PD, DI or PID), which are chosen according to the
requirements of the control logic for the plant dynamics.

As previously said, the analysis of complex systems using these methods
is only possible with tool support. For example, in the aeronautics indus-
try, Matlab plays a special role for aeronautic engineers when defining the
aerodynamic models and the flight envelope, commonly nonlinear models.

While the mathematical models described so far are very important for
analysis of systems, a much more practical and standardised approach when
defining the structure of a system are block diagrams.

3.3 Control Law Diagrams - Block Diagrams

A block diagram model of a dynamic system is a visual model that consists
basically of blocks and lines (signals) [11]. The history of these block diagram
models is derived from engineering areas such as Feedback Control Theory
and Signal Processing [10]. A block within a block diagram defines a dynamic
system in itself. The relationships between each elementary dynamic system
in a block diagram are illustrated by the use of signals connecting the blocks.

To explain the design of a control law using block diagrams we choose
an actuation system (see Fig. 3.5); it is used to drive a hypothetical aircraft
control surface.

Figure 3.5: Actuation System - Schematics

The system is basically composed of an actuator control electronics (ACE )
and the power control unit (PCU ), which is an actuator controlled by a so-
lenoid valve (SOV ) and an electrical-hydraulic servo valve (EHSV ). The
solenoid valve controls whether the actuator is engaged or disengaged from
power pumps that supply the hydraulic pressure; and the servo valve controls
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how the pressure of the pumps is transformed into the displacement of the
actuator ram (piston). Moreover, when disengaged, the actuator raw is free
to move without any resistance force. The actuator also has an internal
sensor (linear variable differential transformer — LVDT ) that measures the
actuator raw position. The ACE receives the pilot command (control co-
lumn), compares this computed command to the actuator LVDT output to
define the current servo command.

The identification of this system using parametric models can be found
in [52]. Here we adopt the modelling approach to present how to design a
plant and a controller using block diagrams. Recall from Section 3.2 that
modelling always produces a “white box” model.

To model our plant, the power control unit we take as example, we first
define our variable to be controlled as the surface deflection in degrees and
the input control variable is the servo command in amperes (A). Using these
variables a closed loop structure can be selected to design the plant (see
Fig. 3.6).

Figure 3.6: PCU block diagram (1/6)

Then, observing the plant schematics, we identify that the PCU linkage
can be represented as a block (Fig. 3.7) that integrates its input angular
velocity vraw in degrees per second to produce the surface output deflection
in degrees.

Figure 3.7: PCU block diagram (2/6)

The PCU linkage displacement is physically constrained to -15 to 15 de-
grees. And thus, the integral is saturated on low and upper bounds of -15
and 15 degrees (see Fig. 3.8).
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Figure 3.8: PCU block diagram (3/6)

Moreover, as long as the PCU raw displacement in centimeters grows
according with the output of the servo controller and the linkage angular
velocity is measured in degrees per second, we need to convert these measures
and also consider applying any necessary saturation (see Fig. 3.9).

Figure 3.9: PCU block diagram (4/6)

At this point, we already have a simple actuator that produces a surface
deflection from the raw velocity. However, as we said, the servo command is
in amperes (A) and the feedback is in degrees. So, we need to convert the
input command from amperes to degrees before comparing it to the surface
deflection. Nevertheless, this conversion may produce an error signal e in
degrees which must be handled by a processing block to correctly drive the
raw. Fig. 3.10 shows that the controller block from previous diagrams is
replaced by a conversion block, a comparator3 and an error processing block,
which inputs the computed error e.

Figure 3.10: PCU block diagram (5/6)

Finally, the block diagram model is completed (see Fig. 3.11) by defining
the conversion block as a Lookup table and the error processing block as

3In Control Theory, a comparator is usually a sum block that subtracts the feedback
signal from the input control variable, producing a error signal.
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a proportional gain of twenty. That is, the gain block that represents the
equation y(t) = K ∗ u(t), where u(t) is the input signal and y(t) the output
signal, defines K = 20.

Figure 3.11: PCU block diagram (6/6)

Note that the proportional gain on the previous diagram is defined as a
proportional controller from the family of PID controllers. Fig. 3.12 depicts
a block diagram of a complete PID controller. The model output is the
sum of the three provided control blocks: a proportional term (gain), which
multiplies the input error e by a constant Kp; an integral term Ki

∫

e, which
accelerates the movement of the process towards setpoint; and a derivative
term Kdde/dt , used to slow down the rate of change of the controller output.

Figure 3.12: PID controller

3.4 Simulink

Simulink is a well established modelling environment based on Matlab [53],
both developed by MathWorks4. It acts as a graphical front-end for Matlab,
representing the system of equations of the entire system as a set of blocks
and signals connecting them, as previously introduced. The tool provides
several libraries, which group blocks with one or more similar characteristics.

4www.mathworks.com
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It also has Blocksets; domain specific block libraries. All this variety of
blocks can be used to create a very large number of systems. Also, Simulink

has a default Blockset that contains several predefined blocks representing
common mathematical functions (such as sum, integration, derivative, sin,
etc.) and abstractions (such as displays, oscilloscopes, etc.).

Creating a block diagram (model) of a physical system is straightforward
in Simulink. For instance, a Simulink model, very similar to the previous block
diagram of our PCU, is depicted in Fig. 3.13.

Figure 3.13: Simulink block diagram for the PCU

Another possibility is to model a simple continuous system for a differen-
tial equation such as

x ′(t) = −2x (t) + u(t)

where u(t) is an input signal. This can be done in two ways: using the
physical relations between variables (see Fig. 3.14(a)) or using a block that
represents the entire equation, such as the Transfer Function block (see
Fig. 3.14(b)).

Figure 3.14: Simulink block diagrams for x ′(t) = −2x (t) + u(t)

As it can be noted, blocks that abstract mathematical functions (Sum,
Integration and Gain blocks above) eases the construction of systems that
are governed by continuous mathematical functions.
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3.4.1 Model Validation and Simulations

After constructing a Simulink model, one can use simulation to decide whether
the model is indeed capturing the intended system. That is, a simulation is
one technique to validate the model. For example, to simulate the previous
model the user can copy a Signal Generator block from the Sources Library
and configure it to produce a square wave form signal and change the default
units to radians/sec. Then, the user can direct the output of the system to
a Scope block (for graphical plot visualisation) as can be seen in Fig. 3.15.
The input signal and the results of the simulation are presented in Fig. 3.16.

Figure 3.15: Simulating model for x ′(t) = −2x (t) + u(t)

Figure 3.16: Simulation: (a) Input signal. (b) Output signal

This validation is commonly realised in Simulink to analyse the composi-
tion between a controller and a plant. Thus, neither the architectural com-
ponents (such as computers, sensors, actuators, etc.) nor the preprocessing
components (signal voting, prioritisation, etc.) of the controller are analysed
this way; they are embedded into computers and are analysed using safety
assessment and tests.

Note that blocks from the Sources library such as Step, Ramp, Sine Wave
or Signal Generator (see Fig. 3.17), and blocks from the Sinks library, such as
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Scope for graphical plot visualisation, allow the analysis (simulation) of the
system behaviour and are also suitable for step response analysis [54] (recall
Section 3.2).

Figure 3.17: Common Simulink Source blocks

Hence, generally, to simulate a Simulink model the user just needs to
select a block that generates a signal (such as those blocks from the Sources
library); drag it from the Simulink Library Browser window and drop (copying)
it into the model window; and repeat this process for a Scope or a Floating
Scope block from Sinks library.

3.4.2 Subsystems and Libraries

An important feature of Simulink is the support of layers, which are used to
define sub-diagrams in the model. Two mechanisms can be used to create a
new layer: define a subsystem or create a library.

Through the addition of Subsystem blocks to the model, users can define
sub-diagrams. These sub-diagrams use Inport and Outport blocks to com-
municate with the blocks in the context of the subsystem. Fig. 3.18 shows
our previously simulated model as a subsystem.

Figure 3.18: Creating a subsystem (sub-diagram)
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A special class of subsystems are those that are only allowed to produce
outputs when receiving a value greater than zero in their Enable port blocks.
Enable signals are an interesting feature of Simulink and is a type of control
signal. A control signal is a signal used by one block to initiate (control) the
execution of another block (commonly a subsystem). The model illustrated
in Fig. 3.19(a) shows an Enabled Subsystem block whose output is the input
value. If the control input signal is a sine wave, the subsystem is alternately
enabled and disabled and produces the output in Fig. 3.19(b).

Figure 3.19: Enabled subsystem: (a) model. (b) simulation results

Moreover, Simulink also allows users to create their own libraries (see
Fig. 3.20). Note that the block MyCountinuousSubsystem in the model of
Fig. 3.20 has a shortcut icon ( ) in its left-bottom corner to tell users that this
block is a Reference block to the original block MyCountinuousSubsystem
from the library MyLibrary. Also, observe that a library block is unconnected
and we also need to highlight that Simulink uniquely identifies blocks by their
names.

Note that both, a Subsystem block or a Library are visualised in Simulink

in a different window from that of the model. Thus, the presentation is
similar, although a Library is defined in a separated file, while a subsystem
is defined in the same file of its container (model or library). Obviously, a
library is normally composed of one or more subsystems, but it can also have
simple blocks.

3.4.3 Block Parameters

A block from a Simulink library commonly describes a family of blocks. These
family of blocks are parameterised in the user’s model in order to be simu-
lated. By default, when a user copies a block from a library, the copy is
instantiated with default parameter values, according to the configurations
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Figure 3.20: Creating a library

given by the creator of the block. For example, the Constant block has its
Constant value parameter configured, by default, as the value 1.

Indeed, some concepts of Simulink such as sampling data and datatypes
are captured by parameters. The following sections present two important
parameters found in some blocks: the SampleTime and the Output datatype.
Moreover, we also present the concept of masking a subsystem.

The SampleTime Parameter

Simulink can be used to model and simulate both continuous and discrete
(sampled data) systems, including systems whose components operate at
different rates (multirate systems) and systems that mix discrete and conti-
nuous components (hybrid systems). This capability to model and simulate
both continuous and discrete systems is possible due to the ability to spe-
cify sample times on each block, either directly through the SampleTime
parameter or indirectly via inheritance.

The block’s SampleTime is the rate at which it executes. The Sample-
Time parameter can be instantiated by an integer Ts . In this case the block
must work every Ts seconds periodically. However it can also be instantiated
by a vector [Ts ,To] whose first element is the sample time and the second
element is an offset. And in this case, where the modulo of To (| To |) must
be smaller than the value set to Ts , the block must execute at To and perio-
dically at Ts . That is, when To is omitted it is assumed as 0. Blocks having
a sample time greater than 0 are said to have a discrete sample time. Mo-
reover, the offset allows one to specify that the block is updated later in the
sample interval than other blocks operating at the same rate. Table 3.1 sum-
marizes the main valid values for this parameter and how Simulink interprets
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them to determine a block’s sample time.

Sample Time Type Examples
0 or [0, 0] Continuous Integrator, Derivative
Ts or [Ts, To] Discrete Unit Delay, Digital Filter
-1 or [-1, 0] Inherited Gain, Sum

Table 3.1: Main SampleTime parameter values

Not all Simulink blocks have an explicit SampleTime parameter. For
example, blocks from the Continuous Library such as Integrator block or
Derivative block have an implicit (continuous) sample time. Moreover, the
sample time inheritance is resolved by Simulink before a simulation starts.

The Output Datatype Parameter

Some blocks have an Output datatype parameter allowing the user to choose
the type of their output ports. For example, the user can choose the type of
a Constant block to be single or double precision floating point.

Many Simulink blocks have limitations on the types of signals they can
accept. Before simulating a model, Simulink statically checks all blocks to
ensure that they can receive the types of their connected input signals, repor-
ting an error if any incompatibilities exist. Nevertheless, a model in which
all Output datatypes are double precision is type safe.

Simulink defines many predefined datatypes, including single precision
and double precision floating points, signed and unsigned integers, a boolean
datatype (internally represented as an unsigned integer), Matlab fixed-point
datatypes, Matlab enumerations, vectors, matrices, etc. For a complete list
of supported datatypes please refer to [49].

Mask Variables

Mask variables are a special class of block parameters. They are local va-
riables of the subsystem and are only valid for Subsystem blocks. This allows
users to parameterise their sub-diagrams, defining a masked subsystem. The
user creates mask variables by defining the name and type of the variables,
as depicted in Fig. 3.21. There are three possible variable types: editable
value (by default 0), checkbox (boolean value), or popup (a list of possible
values), see Fig. 3.22.

These variables can be used inside the sub-diagram to configure parame-
ters of internal blocks. This is comparable to the way a Simulink model can
refer to Matlab workspace variables.
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Figure 3.21: Creating mask variables

Figure 3.22: Setting mask variables

3.4.4 Semantics

Simulink extends the classic notion of block diagram by introducing the no-
tion of sample time, defining what Mathworks entitled “time-based block
diagram”. In this context, a Simulink model is a set of time-based relation-
ships between signals and block state variables, and the relations are defined
by the set of equations represented by blocks. Thus, the solution of a block
diagram is obtained by evaluating these relationships over time. And a simu-
lation is an execution of these relationships in a loop. Furthermore, signals
represent quantities that change over time and are defined for all points in
time between the block diagram’s start and stop time. For this reason, dis-
play and logging blocks (from Sinks library mentioned before) can be used
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to save intermediate results of a simulation.
According to [49], each block in Simulink consists of a set of equations

(block methods). These methods define a relationship between the input si-
gnals, output signals and the state variables. Internally, Simulink blocks are
represented as objects that may contain continuous or discrete states. These
objects basically have two methods: Outputs and Update/Derivatives.
The first method is used to compute the block outputs at the current time
step. The second method computes the derivative or updates the value of
the block state, according to the type of the block state: continuous or dis-
crete, respectively. All methods receive the current inputs and the previous
value of the block state. Moreover, the coefficients found within the block
equation are obtained from the block parameters. For example, a Gain block
represents the equation y(t) = K ∗ u(t) and its Gain parameter represents
the coefficient K .

To simulate a model the Simulink engine successively computes the states
and outputs of the system by computing the states and outputs of the com-
pound blocks at intervals. These intervals are built from the simulation start
time to the finish time, using information provided by the model. Each start
time defines a time step. And the length of each interval defines a step size.
According to [49], the simulator engine takes a step at every sample time
hit (that is, at integer multiples of the system’s shortest sample time) and
call the methods of each block in the model. Otherwise, the simulator might
miss key transitions in the system’s states. Simulink avoids this by choosing
a simulation step size to ensure that all steps coincide with sample time hits.
As the step sizes may vary according to the user configurations for the en-
gine (selecting a Solver — refer to [49] for details), the complete semantics of
Simulink is hard to be captured in a unique formal language [45, 43]. For dis-
crete systems, simulated with a fixed-step discrete solver, the sample time is
the greatest integer divisor of the system’s actual sample times and is known
as the fundamental sample time. For example, suppose that a system has
sample times of 0.25 and 0.5 seconds. The fundamental sample time in this
case is 0.25 seconds. Now suppose, instead, the sample times are 0.5 and 0.75
seconds. In this case, the fundamental sample time is again 0.25 seconds.

It is worth pointing out that not all models constructed in Simulink are
valid models, even when all signals are correctly typed. Some block diagrams
created in Simulink may have invalid loops that cannot be simulated, such as
a model in which the user connects the output of a block directly or indirectly
(i.e., via other blocks) to its input, thereby, creating a loop whose feedback
signal at current step depends on signals used to produce the feedback signal.
The documentation [11] contains models that illustrates examples of valid
and invalid loops. Moreover, Simulink can detect invalid loops when the
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model is updated, highlighting the invalid loop(s) and displaying an error
message.
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Chapter 4

The CSP Notation

The process algebra CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) [18, 19] is
a formal language primarily designed to model the behaviour of concurrent
and distributed systems. CSP is one of the main algebraic approaches to
model concurrency, together with the Calculus of Communicating Systems
(CCS) [35] and the Algebra of Communicating Processes (ACP) [55].

The main tools for analyse CSP specifications are the Failures-Divergences
Refinement (FDR) and the Process Behaviour Explorer (ProBE). These tools
use an ASCII version of CSP, the machine-readable dialect of CSP: CSPm [21].
Other tools have being developed, such as the Process Analysis Toolkit
(PAT), a symbolic model-checker for CSP [56]; and the CSP Prover [24],
a theorem prover for CSP based on the Isabelle theorem prover [32]. Both
with different syntax to write CSP scripts. While PAT uses a syntax that
is an extended subset of CSPm, CSP Prover is restricted by the syntax of its
infrastructure; the syntax of Isabelle.

This chapter presents a brief introduction to the CSP notation. In Sec-
tion 4.1 we present the syntax and explain the main constructs of the machine-
readable version of CSP (CSPm), used in the next chapters. The CSP formal
semantics and tool support are discussed in Section 4.2.

4.1 CSPm

The machine-readable dialect of CSP, CSPm, is an ASCII version of CSP. It
was designed to be equipped with a functional language that is powerful en-
ough to express the data aspects of CSP. CSPm was inspired by the functional
languages like Miranda/Orwell [57, 58] and Haskell/Göfer [59, 60], and some
fundamental features of them were inherited by CSPm: the ability to treat
functions as first-class objects, and a lazy reduction strategy. As any pure
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functional language, CSPm also lacks the notion of assignment. Moreover, it
is a dynamically typed language with implicity type declarations.

To describe a system using CSPm one must use three main elements:
events, processes and operators. To explain the language we use the same
actuation system from Chapter 3 (see Fig. 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Actuation System

4.1.1 Events, Types and Channels

Events are abstractions of real world actions. For example, the real action
engage the actuator 1 could be achieved using the event

engage Actuator1

In addition to events, CSP provides channels which are collections of
events. In CSPm, channels as well as events must be declared explicitly
through the keyword channel followed by the name of the channel or event.
For channels, a type specifier (T) is necessary because they can communicate
values from T.

channel name: T

However, for events the type must be omitted as in

channel engage_Actuator1

Types can be built-in, such as Int and Bool, or user-defined. For instance,
an integer based channel can be declared as

channel disengage: Int
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This introduces the channel disengage. As channels are collection of events,
the events disengage.1 and disengage.2 are provided by the declaration
of channel disengage. Thus, a channel definition such as disengage works
like an enumeration of events. This way, the event engage Actuator1 can be
rewritten to a declaration of a channel engage Actuator with some type T

that has 1 as one of its valid values. This can be accomplished by a nametype

declaration

nametype T = { 1..4 }
channel engage_Actuator: T

In this declaration, T is a name that can be any valid identifier of CSPm,
such as ActuatorId or actuatorId. It is important to note that CSPm is case
sensitive, but it does not restrict the use of uppercase in the first character
of type names.

nametype ActuatorId = { 1..4 }
channel engage_Actuator: ActuatorId

It is also possible to define multidimensional channels to transmit more
than one value simultaneously. In our example, the channel ramPosition
transmits multiple values, which are the identifier of the actuator and the
raw position in centimeters.

channel ramPosition: ActuatorId.Int

4.1.2 Processes and Operators

Processes are behavioural description units, which can be combined using
operators and events to produce complex behaviours. CSP uses a synchro-
nous communication model, which means that all participants must be ready
before any communication can occur. In general, a participant is a process,
but when there is no explicit process, the participant is the external envi-
ronment that interacts with the processes. The order and availability with
which events occur are determined by the CSP operators.

Here we use the term alphabet to denote the set of events that appear in
a process description (body/equation). The entire alphabet in a specification
is represented by Σ (the keyword Events in CSPm).

Table 4.1 summarises the most important CSPm process definitions. In
this table we assume that P, P1, and P2 are process expressions, e is an event
of the process alphabet, C, C1 and C2 are sets of events, b is a boolean guard,
and R is a mapping relation, used to rename channel names, with the form
(e ← e’), where e and e’ ∈ Σ.
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Expression Description
SKIP The process that terminates with success
STOP Deadlock (does nothing and interacts with no other process)
Q Behave as a referenced process Q

e -> P Prefix process: realises an event e and then behave as P

P \C Hides a set of events C from P

b & P Provides a guard (precondition) b to the process P

P [[ R ]] Renames a set of events from P

P1 ; P2 Composes two processes P1 and P2 in sequence
P1 |~| P2 Internally chooses to behave as P1 or P2

P1 [] P2 Lets the environment to choose the behaviour P1 or P2

P1 [C1||C2] P2 Composes P1 and P2 in parallel, synchronising events from C1 and C2

P1 [|C|] P2 Composes P1 and P2 in parallel, synchronised on the set of events C

P1 ||| P2 Composes P1 and P2 in parallel, without synchronising in any event.

Table 4.1: Some CSPm process expressions

In CSPm processes are defined in the same way we define a function. That
is, giving it a name, a list of parameters and an expression:

name(parameters) = expression

As a recommendation practice, a process name usually starts with an upper
case letter, while a function name starts with a lower case letter. Moreover,
process definitions may have no parameters or use parameters to represent
the process state.

Using these concepts we can specify all components of the PCU from our
actuation system. For example, assuming we have declared all channels nee-
ded by the following processes, the actuator raw can be specified as a prefixed
process that outputs its current position p using the channel rawPosition.
After that, it can receive a force f and updates its position by calculating
the displacement caused by f or continue in its current state:

Raw(p) = rawPosition!p -> (rawForce?f -> Raw(p + displacement(f))

[] Raw(p))

The function displacement just computes the ∆s :

∆s =
f ∗ t2

M

where M is the mass of the raw and t2 is the square of the time. Moreover,
if the time is discrete and we assume the force is always applied during a
second — that is, t = 1 — the displacement is just f /M .

Another component of the PCU is the LVDT. It produces a modulated
signal of its stored voltage v or senses the movement of its core and generates
a new voltage using the position of the core. The functions modulate and
voltage are omitted.
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LVDT(v) = lvdtOutput!modulate(v) -> LVDT(v)

[] coreMoved?p -> LVDT(voltage(p))

Messages can be passed through channels from one process to another
one by synchronising the processes in the desired events. That is, making
their particular events occur as one, which characterizes a communication
where at least two participants are involved. Using only the two previous
processes we can describe a simple actuator behaviour as the following pa-
rallel composition:

SimpleActuator = Raw(0)

[| {| rawPosition |} |]

( LVDT(0) [[ coreMoved <- rawPosition ]] )

This actuator assumes that the LVDT core is physically connected to the
raw, making them to move together. So, we just rename the event coreMoved
to rawPosition and synchronise the processes. The synchronisation events
are obtained using the extension set: {| rawPosition |} that contains all
events which can be produced by rawPosition. Also, the processes are
referenced by providing initial values to their parameters: position zero for
process Raw and voltage zero for the process LVDT.

However, if we want to specify the entire PCU we also need the following
processes:

EHSV(cmd) = servoCommand?rawPosCmd -> EHSV(rawPosCmd)

[] pressure?hydPress ->

rawForce!convert(cmd,hydPress) -> EHSV(cmd)

SOV(s) = engage -> SOV(ENGAGED)

[] disengage -> SOV(DISENGAGED)

[] pumpPressure?hydPress ->

(

s == ENGAGED & pressure!hydPress -> SOV(s)

[] s == DISENGAGED & SOV(s)

)

The first process EHSV defines the behaviour of the electrical-hydraulic
servo valve, which can input a new desired raw position rawPosCmd, or input a
hydraulic-pressure hydPress and converts it into a force to the raw according
to the actual raw position command cmd:

convert(cmd,hydPress) = (hydPress*A * K)/cmd
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where A is the area of the circular sector of the raw and K is the coefficient of
the valve. The second process SOV allows the environment to engage or disen-
gage it, redirecting the hydraulic-pressure to the output (pressure!hydPress)
or ignoring this pressure, according with the valve status. The values ENGAGED
and DISENGAGED will be discussed in Section 4.1.3.

Now, the PCU process is just defined as the parallel composition of
these two sequential processes with the SimpleActuator on events of channel
rawForce:

PCU = ( ( SOV(DISENGAGED)

[| {| pressure |} |]

EHSV(0)

) \ {| pressure |}
[| {| rawForce |} |]

SimpleActuator

) \ {| rawForce |}

Notice that we hide internal events (connections) between components so
that the environment cannot interfere in the communication between them.

After presenting the process PCU and assuming the process ACE was also
declared, we can introduce the entire system by means of a parallel compo-
sition between the PCU and the ACE, where the set Sync is declared to keep
the channels used in the synchronisation. Also, note that the set Sync is
used to hide these communications. This is done to avoid the environment
to intercept these communications.

Sync = {| servoCommand, lvdtOutput |}

ActuationSystem = ( PCU [| Sync |] ACE ) Sync)

4.1.3 Datatypes

Process algebras, however, are poor at describing data requirements (states)
when compared to state-based languages such as Z. Although the strength
of process algebras is not at describing data aspects of systems, we still can
represent a reasonable class of systems. In CSPm data is used primarily in
two situations:

• To represent state information using process parameters;

• To describe the possible values of communications.

For example, we can extend the previous specification to capture a set of
actuators where each one is identified by a unique identifier (id). It is worth
noting that the type of id is determined in run-time by the first instance it
assumes.
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Raw(id,p) = rawPosition.id!p ->

rawForce?f -> Raw(id,p + displacement(f))

[] Raw(id,p)

LVDT(id,v) = lvdtOutput.id!modulates(v) -> LVDT(id,v)

[] coreMoved?p -> LVDT(id,voltage(p))

SimpleActuator(id) =

Raw(id,0)

[| {| rawPosition.id |} |]

( LVDT(id,0) [[ coreMoved <- rawPosition.id ]] )

EHSV(id,cmd) = servoCommand.id?rawPosCmd -> EHSV(id,rawPosCmd)

[] pressure?hydPress ->

rawForce!convert(cmd,hydPress) -> EHSV(id,cmd)

SOV(id,s) = engage.id -> SOV(id,ENGAGED)

[] disengage.id -> SOV(id,DISENGAGED)

[] pumpPressure?hydPress ->

(

s == ENGAGED & pressure!hydPress -> SOV(id,s)

[] s == DISENGAGED & SOV(id,s)

)

PCU(id) = ( ( SOV(id, DISENGAGED)

[| {| pressure |} |]

EHSV(id, 0)

) \ {| pressure |}
[| {| rawForce |} |]

SimpleActuator(id)

) \ {| rawForce |}

In these processes id is also used as an index of the channels that pro-
duce events visible to the environment, those events created by rawPosition,
lvdtOutput, servoCommand, engage and disengage. This modifies our as-
sumed declarations

channel rawPosition, rawForce, lvdtOutput: Int

channel engage, disengage

to

channel rawPosition, rawForce, lvdtOutput: Int.Int

channel engage, disengage: Int

where the first integer is the actuator identifier.
Although the previous specification is expected to use integer numbers to

instantiate the identifier id, CSPm supports other types such as sets, functions,
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and sequences. It also has a way of declaring enumerated types using the
keyword datatype.

datatype T = Value1 | Value2 | ... | ValueN

Instead of using integer numbers to identify our actuators we can name
each one. First we need the type which captures the actuator names. This
is done with the following datatype declaration.

datatype PCU_Id = A1 | A2 | A3 | A4

Thus, the declared channel engage, for example, which defines the events:
engage.1, engage.2, engage.3 and engage.4 is changed again to

channel engage: PCU_Id

And thus, it produces the events engage.A1, engage.A2, engage.A3 and
engage.A4.

We can also introduce a datatype to distinguish the state/status of our
solenoid valves.

datatype SOV_Status = ENGAGED | DISENGAGED

In all these datatype definitions the values like A1 and ENGAGED are called
tags. For those familiar with languages like Haskell, they are also known as
constructors, as long as we can declare each tag of a datatype as a set of
possible values. For example, a channel named signal could be useful to
represent events from signals that transmits a physical variable like displa-
cement, velocity or force:

datatype PhysicalVariable = Displacement.Int

| Velocity.Int

| Force.Int

channel signal: PhysicalVariable

Note that in the type PhysicalVariable, the tags are Displacement,
Velocity and Force. They are useful to create hybrid types as well as
to recognise the specific type in a context that accepts the combined type
(PhysicalVariable).
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4.1.4 Local Declarations

According to FDR2’s manual [21], if a process declaration includes a state
parameter (a parameter which is only necessary for the process itself), ra-
ther than a configuration parameter (a parameter that must be instantiated
from outside the process), it is better to enclose it within a local definition
environment:

let ... within ...

In our example, we can use this to avoid defining the PCU components at
the global scope of the specification:

PCU(id) = let SimpleActuator = let Raw(p) = ...

LVDT(v) = ...

within ...

EHSV(cmd) = ...

SOV(s) = ...

within ...

Furthermore, this avoids adding id as a parameter of each sub-process,
since the configuration parameter id from PCU can be referenced by any of
its sub-processes. This simplifies computing the operational semantics of the
process.

4.2 Semantics and Verification

The theory of CSP has classically been based on mathematical models re-
mote from the language itself. These models have been based on observable
behaviours of processes such as traces, failures and divergences, rather than
attempting to capture a full operational picture of how the processes pro-
gress.

As previously said, the main tool for verifying CSP specifications is
the Failures-Divergences Refinement (FDR), developed by Formal Systems1.
Furthermore, Formal Systems also provides an animation tool for CSP mo-
dels, the Process Behaviour Explorer (ProBE). These tools use the operatio-
nal semantics of CSP, defined in terms of labelled transition systems (LTS).
That is, a graph in which vertices (nodes) represent states of the system
or process associated to the LTS; and the edges are transitions, labelled to
identify the events of CSP. Also, this operational semantics was proved to be

1http://www.fsel.com
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congruent to the standard mathematical models that describe the denotatio-
nal semantics of CSP [61].

Furthermore, CSP neither distinguishes between specification and im-
plementation nor between requirements/properties and specification. This
unifies the concepts of validation and verification since one cannot characte-
rise if a process is a requirement/property, a specification, an implementation
or even a test case. Thus the results of a script analysis can be a validation
or a verification, depending on the user judgement.

CSPm provides a construction called assertion to allow users to define which
processes to model-check in a specification. Assertions are defined using the
keyword assert. For example, to guarantee our System is free of deadlocks
we should write:

assert System :[deadlock free]

When FDR starts model-checking this assertion it constructs an LTS for
each process definition it finds from the root process (in this case System).
However, some process expressions of CSPm can only refer to an LTS produced
to a child process. For example, the rename process only needs to compute
the LTS of its referenced process, as long as it only applies the substitutions
when navigating through the entire LTS to check the property is satisfied.
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Chapter 5

A Strategy to Validate System
Designs

This chapter presents a strategy to validate control law designs as well as the
integration of control law designs and the system architecture. The key idea
of this strategy is to analyse the formal model corresponding to a control law
diagram, and thus find possible defects as early as possible in the development
process life-cycle. An overview of the strategy is described in Section 5.1.
Section 5.2 presents the automatic translation of control law diagrams into
CSP. The translation of requirements into CSP is outlined in Section 5.3.
Afterwards, Section 5.4 discusses how to abstract the models and validate
the integration using model-checking. Finally, Section 5.5 presents a brief
discussion about our tool to support the translation of Simulink models.

5.1 Strategy Overview

The essential component inside a controller is the component that groups
several laws, one for each operation point. The remaining components of
a controller are used essentially to vote the signals from redundant sensors,
preprocess input commands such as priorities and deal with monitoring lo-
gic. Usually, control engineers design a set of control laws for the system
and validate these laws using simulation tools such as Simulink. These va-
lidations are commonly realised using a simulator of the plant behaviour,
which is described in Simulink using blocks such as state-space or transfer
function. However, whatever the block used to represent the system plant,
the engineer only simulates a subset of the architecture: the behaviour of the
essential component (the control law — “controller logic”). This means that
neither the remaining components of the controller nor the behaviour of se-
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veral instances of the designed controller are normally simulated in Simulink.
Rather, these elements are validated/verified using tests of integration inside
a flight simulator with a target computer and during “iron bird” tests and
flight tests.

According to [1], flight control computers include many basic functions
that test engineers are directly interested in: the control laws, the sensor pro-
cessing functions, the actuator interfaces and the redundancy management,
failure monitoring and reporting systems. In this context, the validation and
verification of the architecture is often realised during the integration leg of
the V-Model, instead of being realised in the specification leg. Thus, we
propose a strategy in which we generate an integrated formal model from
the architectural requirements and control law design and use tool support
to prove desired properties of the system still during the specification phase
of the development.

Fig. 5.1 depicts our strategy for the analysis. It starts with the translation
of the system architecture (requirements) into a CSP specification, a non-
automatic step. Afterwards, another CSP specification is generated through
the translation from the Simulink block diagram. These specifications are
combined to build a complete model that has all controller components and
the nominal behaviour 1 of the architectural components of the system. Then,
desired properties of the system are converted into CSP processes. These
processes monitor the complete model, deciding whether the complete model
satisfies or not the given property (similar to a test oracle). The complete
model is abstracted to avoid state-explosion and analysed using the FDR2
model-checker. The analysis can produce counter-examples used as input to
change the specifications (block diagram and architecture) of the system.

CSP model
Requirements and Design Data

(Architecture, signal data ranges, ...)

Block Diagrams

Abstraction
Properties Definition (assertions)

(partial)

(partial)

CSP model

CSP model

FDR

Composition

Translation

Automatic

Translation

(complete)

Manual

Results

Figure 5.1: Validation strategy steps

The process algebra CSP has a rich set of operators suitable for descri-
bing complex systems from a composition of simpler systems. We were also
motivated by the following reasons: CSP is a high level language useful to

1The nominal behaviour is the behaviour the system ought to do if none of its compo-
nents fail.
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describe behaviour of components and connect components, allowing us to
easily combine the architectural components with the block diagrams; many
of the translated requirements identify protocols of communicated values,
an interesting area for applying CSP [62]; and the third reason is that sys-
tems, components, requirements and properties can be all defined using the
same concepts, simplifying the learning curve of people from other fields or
engineer disciplines, a fundamental requirement of Embraer. Our strategy
uses processes to describe both architectural items and the block diagram.
In particular, Simulink blocks are mapped into CSP processes and channels
used to represent signals. Details will be discussed later in this chapter. Mo-
reover, we also translate Stateflow [63] charts into processes, using similar
ideas from [64].

5.2 Mapping Control Law Diagrams to CSP

Simulink has a rich sets of blocks. As mentioned before, these blocks are grou-
ped into Blocksets and when copied to a model they are instantiated through
the parameterisation technique. The parameterisation “creates” elementary
blocks, which are completely defined.

On one hand, Simulink library blocks are polymorphic (operate on several
datatypes), although an elementary block is supposed to work on a specified
type (parameterised or inherited). Moreover, Simulink has a lot of datatypes
— including single precision and double precision floating points — and the
user can still use vectors, matrices, Matlab type definitions such as enumera-
tions and fixed-point datatypes inside Simulink. On the other hand, CSPm only
provides five predefined types: Bool, Int, sets, sequences and tuples. But
the user also has a mechanism to define datatypes in the style of functional
languages such as Haskell.

These characteristics show that there is a gap between our source notation
(Simulink) and our target language (CSPm). Thus, it is necessary to define
some infrastructure in CSPm to help defining Simulink blocks as CSP processes.
This infrastructure is composed of four layers (see Fig. 5.2).

Two layers are used to create new CSPm abstractions: Prelude.csp and
Types.csp; and the other two to represent Simulink semantics (Blocks.csp)
and predefined blocks (BlockLibrary.csp).

Each of these layers has access to the layer below it by using the CSPm

include directive (similar to an #include of the C programming language).
As discussed before, we have identified some works that translate Simu-

link library blocks into formal notations such as Z, Circus and TIC (Time
Interval Calculus). The works reported in [44, 45, 43] define toolkits to group
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Figure 5.2: Toolkit infrastructure.

definitions for some of the blocks provided by Simulink. In particular, they
are based on the expressive power of the Z notation [65] and use schema
composition to define their toolkit entries. In our work the strategy for re-
presenting blocks is captured in the layer Blocks.csp whereas the translation
of Simulink library blocks was captured in the layer BlockLibrary.csp.

With the definition of these layers we can define our normalisation and
translation rules that simplify the Simulink model as well as generate the CSP
specification from a given Simulink model. Fig. 5.3 shows the relationship
between our layers and rules.

Figure 5.3: Control Law Diagrams to CSP.

The normalisation rules are applied to the user model to create a nor-
malised model and eventually a new library that will contain subsystems
that were duplicated in the given user model. Then the normalised model
is translated into a CSP script whose processes are heavily defined in terms
of the infrastructure of our layers. The following subsections detail both our
layers and our rules.
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5.2.1 The Basic Toolkit Layers

Our first two layers (CSP script files) define a convenient toolkit to represent
Simulink datatypes2: Prelude.csp contains new functions, where some of
them are particularly designed to deal with relations, and Types.csp contains
new types based on the predefined types of CSP.

The Prelude Layer

The first layer is composed of auxiliary functions that extend CSPm basic
functions to deal with relations (basically we defined part of the Z toolkit as
functions in CSPm). Let r ⊆ X × Y be a relation, that is, a set of pairs (x,y).
The following functions

dom(r) = { x | (x,_) <- r }

ran(r) = { y | (_,y) <- r }

can be used to produce: the domain of r and the range (or co-domain) of r,
respectively. Note the use of the placeholder “ ” to ignore, respectively, the
first and the second element of the tuples extracted from the relation.

Now let s be a set of elements of type X . The set formed by the images
in r, whose corresponding domain elements lie in s can be obtained by

relationalImage(r,s) = { y | (x,y) <- r, member(x,s) }

Also, we can get the image y of x over r (or simply r(x) since function image

is only applicable if r is a surjective function3) using the function below:

image(r,x) = let { y } = relationalImage(r, { x }) within y

Observe that pattern matching is used to get the single value y inside the
set resulting from the application of relationalImage.

Moreover, this layer also defines functions over sequences, allowing one
to obtain:

• the set of sequences of a given size n

seqs(_, 0) = { <> }
seqs(t, n) = { <x>^s | x<-t, s<-seqs(t, n-1) }

• the element at a specified position in a non-empty sequence

2Basically, our toolkit is an CSP embedding of small part of the Z toolkit.
3A function is by definition a relation.
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elementAt(<e>^s,1) = e

elementAt(<e>^s,i) = elementAt(s,i-1)

• the number of times (cardinality operator #) an element e occurs in the
sequence s

seqCount(e,s) = #< x | x <- s, x == e >

• or a relation whose pairs have the type Int × X, where X is the type of
the sequence elements

seqToRelation(<>) = { }
seqToRelation(s) = (i, elementAt(s,i)) | i<-<1..#s>

And a function that converts a surjective function (relation) to a se-
quence, by concatenating the i’th image of the relation r with the result of
its recursive call, until i reaches the cardinality (N) of r.

relationToSeq(r) =

let N = card(r)

relationToSeq’(i) = if i > N then <>

else <image(r,i)> ^ relationToSeq’(i+1)

within relationToSeq’(1)

Other functions are provided by this layer such as the identity function
id and the map function (used to apply a function f to each element of a gi-
ven sequence s), standard functions present in most functional programming
languages but not predefined in CSPm.

id(x) = x

map(f)(s) = < f(x) | x<-s >

Notice that map is defined as a partial function, allowing one to pass only
the function f. For example, if we define a function that gives the successor
of a number

successor(x) = x + 1

and want a function that applies successor to each element of a sequence,
we can write the function listSuccessors as follows:

listSuccessors = map(successor)

So, applying it to a sequence containing values 1, 3 and 5

s = listSuccessors(<1,3,5>)

results in a sequence s equals to <2,4,6>.
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The Types Layer

Using the previous definitions we are able to define a new set of types for CSPm
using datatype definitions. The objective of building a new set of types is to
have all types as a disjoint union. This is very useful to define polymorphic
functions as well as processes. Moreover, this allows values of different types
to be handled using a uniform interface. This layer is very important for
us as long as it gives us support to capture Simulink polymorphic blocks
straightforwardly.

To accomplish this objective we use the following CSPm datatype defini-
tion

datatype T = UNDEFINED

| B.Bool

| I.Int

| V.Seq(T)

that defines the compound type T whose values can be: UNDEFINED; tagged
boolean values (B.true and B.false); tagged integer values I.i, where i is
any valid CSPm Int value; or vectors, tagged sequences of values of T. It is
important to note that T is by definition infinite, as long as the predefined
CSPm function Seq above returns an infinite number of sequences. We will
avoid these infinite sequences by using the function seqs(t,n) previously
defined; details are discussed later. Although T can be seen as too large
(even if finite), we do not use it entirely at run-time (model checking). As
discussed in Section 5.4, we only use the part of T that is used to instantiate
a block. And thus an analysis based on T this way becomes feasible.

The definition of datatype T allows other CSP definitions to work as
generic templates. For example, it is possible to define CSP channels that
operate on any value, as we will discuss later.

After defining T we are able to define subtypes of T such as Tboolean and
Tinteger.

subtype Tboolean = B.Bool

subtype Tinteger = I.Int

It is worth noting that Tinteger is infinite. And using channels of this
type lead to the state-explosion problem. Section 5.4 discusses this issue in
more detail. Moreover, the types defined here need some auxiliary functions.
For instance, the function tagOf(.) helps identifying the type tag (B, I, . . .,
V) of a value:
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tagOf(B.x) = B

tagOf(I.x) = I

tagOf(V.x) = V

Other functions we need to highlight are the following functions over
vectors:

vectors(t, dimension) = { V.s | s <- seqs(t, dimension) }

vectorToRelation(V.s) = seqToRelation(s)

vectorMap(f)(V.s) = V.(map(f)(s))

The first one (vectors) creates all vectors of the given type t with a specified
dimension. Observe the reference to the auxiliary function seqs (defined in
our Prelude layer). It is used here to create only finite sequences of a given
length. The dimension of the vectors is clearly the length of the internal
sequences. The second function vectorToRelation just converts the vector
sequence to a relation whereas the third function vectorMap maps f to the
vector “internal” sequence s.

Functions related to Tboolean and Tinteger can be found in Appen-
dix A.

5.2.2 The Blocks Layer

Based on our proposed Toolkit, we present how Simulink concepts used in
certain blocks as well as signals are embedded in CSPm. The definitions
we are going to show are presented incrementally. That is, as we discuss
some concepts, our definitions are revisited and we get a step closer to the
semantics of Simulink.

Representing Blocks as CSP Processes

In Simulink, a block is a unit that encapsulates a certain functionality (be-
havior), and that externally works similarly to a traditional Mathematical
function. That is, it abstracts a function that computes the new outputs
when inputs are received. As mentioned before, a block represents one or
more equations. According with Simulink documentation [49], these equa-
tions are implemented by methods of the block. Common methods that are
evaluated each time Simulink requires block information are: Outputs, Up-
date and Derivatives. These methods compute the outputs of the block,
update the discrete state of the block and update the continuous state of the
block, respectively.
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Since we restricted our translation to discrete models (simply because
CSP does not support continuous data domains), only the two first types of
block methods are addressed in our strategy.

Moreover, a block diagram is essentially a reactive system, whose objec-
tive is to maintain an ongoing interaction with the environment rather than
compute some final value upon termination. In this way, defining a diagram
as a process and its blocks as sub-processes seems very interesting, as used
in [45].

Because a process in CSPm uses channels to recognise or trigger an event,
we need to define channels to represent the ports of simple blocks. The
following channels in and out are used for this purpose:

channel in, out: Int.T

Note that the channels in and out have a composite type. The integer
(Int) is used to allow us to receive any number of inputs or produce any
number of outputs. And the datatype T, recall from Section 5.2.1, is used to
communicate values of any subtype of T, defined in the Types layer.

Also, we have to define how to translate Simulink signals. As signals are a
special feature of Simulink blocks we use a new channel signal to represent
them. However, we still use the same type as in the channels in and out

because signals can also communicate any values of subtypes of T.
With all these concepts in mind we initially propose to represent a block

in CSP as the following parameterised process:

Block(n, Outputs, update) =

let Block’ = Block’’(UNDEFINED, <>)

Block’’(s,us) = if (#us < n)

then in.(#us+1)?u -> Block’’(s,us^<u>)

else ( Outputs(s,us);

Block’’(update(s,us), <>) )

within Block’

Process Block behaves as follows: initially it is in an undefined state, where
it has not received any input value. From this state, it receives its n inputs
one by one (u), keeping them in a sequence (us^<u>). Finally, when it has
received all its inputs, it produces its outputs calling process Outputs(s,us)
which, after terminating successfully (SKIP), calls Block’’ recursively up-
dating its sequence accumulator s according to the function update(s,us).
It is worth noting that the parameter Outputs is indeed a process name,
instantiated in the body of Block’’.

Although we defined the process Block with a state s, not all blocks from
our BlockLibrary layer need to store state information, so, we define a value
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STATELESS = \ s, us @ UNDEFINED

that maintains the state undefined. This is a simple lambda expression that
always returns UNDEFINED.

Note that Block only uses the channels in and out to communicate with
any other process. However, to connect blocks in Simulink we need signals.
Thus, we can easily connect our blocks (processes) reusing the processes
through a renaming of the channels in and out to signal. Also, the exchange
of data between processes is realised by synchronising events originated from
channel signal.

B_source [[ out.i <- signal.k ]]

[| | signal.k | |]

B_target [[ in.j <- signal.k ]]

This clearly connects the output i of block process B source to the input j
of block process B target through the events on index k of channel signal.

Although the ports of a block have numbers (indexes), their input values
are not supposed to be received in the order of the indexes. Suppose we
connect three block processes B 1, B 2 and B 3 as follows.

B_1 [[ out.1 <- signal.1 ]]

[| | signal.1 | |]

( B_2 [[ in.1 <- signal.1, out.1 <- signal.2 ]]

[| | signal.1, signal.2 | |]

B_3 [[ in.1 <- signal.2, in.2 <- signal.1 ]] )

In this parallel composition the process B 1 produces an output signal
(signal.1) that is sent to both processes B 2 and B 3. Moreover, process
B 3 also needs the output signal signal.2 produced by process B 2. Ne-
vertheless, as our processes receive their input values according to the port
number order, the process B 3 can only receive its first input (signal.2)
when B 2 produces it. And B 2 is waiting the output (signal.1) from B 1.
And this creates an ungranted request cycle [66] because B 3 can only send
signal.1 when it receives its second input.

This deadlock problem is clearly caused by the fact that our processes
are receiving inputs sequentially in a pre-defined order. Nevertheless, this
problem does not occur in Simulink, as dependencies are statically checked
and the communication ordering is resolved during the compilation of the
model.

To overcome this problem, we need a new definition of Block. Initially, we
investigate the use of interleaving to make the synchronization unrestricted.
The idea was to create a sequential process that receives all inputs using an
interleave. And thus calling our process parameter Outputs:
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... Block’’(s) = (in.1?u_1 -> SKIP ||| ... ||| in.N?u_N -> SKIP);

Outputs(u_1, ..., u_N);

Block’’(update(s,u_1,...,u_N))

Although it seems a good design decision, it is not possible to use all
received values neither in the scope of process Outputs nor in the scope
of process Block’’(update(...)). This restriction is discussed by Roscoe
in [19] when talking about sequential composition and the paradigm of CSP.
It is shown that CSP could be an imperative language — making it possible to
refer to left hand side identifiers, from the right hand side of the sequential
operator. However, the language was designed as a declarative language,
making its semantics more consistent with the absence of assignments.

To solve the problem we decided to use an iterative choice accumulator
— a process that provides an external choice of several inputs, reducing the
next range of choices and accumulating the received values, as follows:

Block(n, Outputs, update) =

let Block’ = Block’’(UNDEFINED,{1..n},{})
Block’’(s,{},r) = let us = relationToSeq(r)

within Outputs(s,us);

Block’’(update(s,us),{1..n},{})
Block’’(s,ids,r) = [] i: ids @ in.i?u ->

Block’’(s,diff(ids,{i}),union(r,{(i,u)}))
within Block’

This definition controls the received inputs using a set of port numbers
(ids). When this set is empty the process has received all input values, which
are stored in the function r from port numbers (elements of set {1..n}) to
the received values (elements of T). Then, the process behaves similarly to our
old definition. Otherwise it receives an input in.i, where i is any valid port
number from ids, and “updates” r with a new pair (i,u). It is important to
note that as our processes, Simulink blocks always have ports whose numbers
are in the range from 1 to n.

Using our two definitions of Block we proved that the new definition
is more flexible (free of failures) than the older one by observing that an
assertion like

assert BlockNew(2, ...) [F= BlockOld(2, ...)

results in following counter-examples:

< in.2.B.false >, < in.2.B.true >
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meaning that the old block does not accept the second input in.2 initially.
With this new definition we solve the presented deadlock problem because

the block process can choose which port to receive first. Nevertheless, as
presented in Chapter 3, Simulink block diagrams are used to define multirate
systems. Thus, we still need a way to introduce the sampling mechanism to
this process.

Translating the Block Sample Time

As previously presented, Simulink has the ability to model multirate systems.
By using different sample times or defining offsets, the inputs of certain blocks
are only allowed to occur at those moments. As a consequence, this also
restricts to those moments the act of producing outputs as well as updating
their internal states.

To capture those features (offsets and sample times) we start by defining
auxiliary channels (events) to represent a global time step (tick), a disabled
time step (step) and an enabled time step (sampleStep).

channel tick, step, sampleStep

The global time step abstracts the starting point of a cycle in the Simulink

simulation loop. All processes of the translated CSP model must synchro-
nise in this event. However, some of them can be forbidden to produce new
outputs as well as update their internal states when such a synchronisa-
tion occurs. Nevertheless, all of them can hold the previous output. The
other events are particular to each block, as long as each block has its own
sample time configuration. When this cycle must not be considered, the
event step may occur. However, if the cycle is in a valid sample time the
event sampleStep occurs.

In addition, two processes are responsible to control the offset (Offset)
and sample time (Sampler) of a process. The process Offset counts the
number of tick events (global steps) passed until it reaches the value st. In
this case, it finishes (SKIP).

Offset(0) = SKIP
Offset(st) =

let Offset’(t) = tick -> if (t != st)

then step -> Offset’(t+1)

else sampleStep -> SKIP
within Offset’(0)

Moreover, the Sampler acts similarly to the Offset process, but instead
of terminating with success it returns to its initial state Sampler’(0).
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Sampler(st) =

let Sampler’(t) = tick -> if (t != st)

then step -> Sampler’(t+1)

else sampleStep -> Sampler’(0)

within Sampler’(0)

Nevertheless, these processes do not use the sample time parameter as
configured in a Simulink block. Instead, we convert the sample times to step
identifiers (st). To do this conversion we initially compute the fundamental
sample time of the model, as realised by a fixed-step solver in Simulink. So,
when translating the block, we just take the block sample time argument
and divide by the fundamental sample time. Since the fundamental sample
time is the greatest common divisor of all sample times of the model, the
division results in natural numbers that are used as arguments for the pro-
cesses Offset and Sampler. This is one of the reasons we focus on discrete
Simulink models.

Moreover, it is notorious that both Offset and Sampler behave as finite
counters that are re-started when reach the st value. Thus, our blocks
(processes) are supposed to have state variables that are time independent
or that have no reference of absolute (dense or not) time. This kind of
abstraction is discussed in [39].

From the previous observations, the step identifier st must be a natural
number. Among the possible values one is particularly special: the value
0. The value 0 is logically associated to empty disabled intervals; that is, a
continuous process.

CONTINUOUS = 0

In this way, continuous blocks are discretised in our translation as those
blocks that are associated to the continuous sampler Sampler(CONTINUOUS):

CONTINUOUS Sampler = Sampler(CONTINUOUS)

Another important definition concerns the behaviour of a time controlled
(sampled) process:

Sampled(P_1, P_2) = tick -> (step -> P_1

[] sampleStep -> P_2)

This process captures the nature of the events triggered by a Sampler. If
these events are step-based events, then Sampled must behave as P 1; whe-
reas if they are sampleStep-based events then P 2 describes the subsequent
behavior. Moreover, P 1 and P 2 are supposed to be processes that also
refer to Sampled in their equations.
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After defining these sample time processes we need to integrate them with
our definition of blocks. We first define two sets of events to represent the al-
phabet of the process Sampler (including events tick, step and sampleStep)

aSampler = {| tick, step, sampleStep |}

and the set of sampling events aSampling (including step and sampleStep)

aSampling = {| step, sampleStep |}

The functional language behind CSPm allows several constructions that
are not defined in the original CSP notation, such as passing a process as an
argument to another process. We use this mechanism to redefine our process
Block.

Besides all previous parameters of process Block, this updated definition
receives a sampler

Block(n, Outputs, update)(sampler) = ...

which is a process such as Sampler(0), Sampler(1) or the sequential com-
position of an Offset and a Sampler such as (Offset(1); Sampler(5)).
Moreover, the local process Block’ is modified to use the Sampled operator
to distinguish whether to ignore the input values (call process SkipInputs),
produce an undefined output and maintain the process state; or behave as
Block’’ like in our previous definition.

...

let SkipInputs = ||| i: {1..n} @ in.i?u -> SKIP
Block’ = Sampled(SkipInputs; Outputs(UNDEFINED,<>); Block’,

Block’’(UNDEFINED,{1..n},{}))
...

And Block’’ is also modified similarly. Although it still behaves as our
previous definition when ids is not empty

...

Block’’(s,{},r) = let us = relationToSeq(r)

s’ = update(s,us)

within Outputs(s,us);

Sampled(SkipInputs; Block’’(s,{},r),
Block’’(s’,{1..n},{}))

Block’’(s,ids,r) = [] i: ids @ ...

...
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Finally, the sampler is put in parallel with the sampled definition of Block’
synchronising on all channels in the alphabet of the process sampler (the
channel set aSampler); and the sampling events (aSampling) are hidden,
since only the block needs to know when they are realised.

...

within ( Block’ [| aSampler |] sampler ) \ aSampling

The entire definition then becomes.

Block(n, Outputs, update)(sampler) =

let SkipInputs = ||| i: {1..n} @ in.i?u -> SKIP
Block’ = Sampled(SkipInputs; Outputs(UNDEFINED,<>); Block’,

Block’’(UNDEFINED,{1..n},{}))
Block’’(s,{},r) = let us = relationToSeq(r)

s’ = update(s,us)

within Outputs(s,us);

Sampled(SkipInputs; Block’’(s,{},r),
Block’’(s’,{1..n},{}))

Block’’(s,ids,r) = [] i: ids @ in.i?u ->

Block’’(s, diff(ids,{i}), union(r,{(i,u)}))
within ( Block’ [| aSampler |] sampler ) \ aSampling

We made an important decision when designing the sample time pro-
cesses: we used factorisation, as suggested by the FDR2 manual [21]. This
optimization decision helps our strategy to deal with complex multirate sys-
tems because we separate block timing features from block state. That is,
we separate the time independent process Block’ from the “timed” process
sampler received as parameter.

Another optimisation opportunity concerns the reuse of processes (sha-
ring process instances). For instance, instead of instantiating Sampler(.)

each time it is needed, we create a single instance and reuse it several times
as shown in what follows:

... let ST = ...

Sampler64Hz = Sampler(ST)

B_1 = Block(...)(Sampler64Hz)

B_2 = Block(...)(Sampler64Hz)

...

B_N = Block(...)(Sampler64Hz)

within ( B_1 ... B_2 ... B_N )

In this way, if we have N blocks specifying the same sample time as equal
to 64 hertz (1/64), we share the declaration of the process Sampler64Hz so
that FDR needs to calculate the LTS of Sampler64Hz only once. Moreover,
the bigger the value of N the better is the gain in verification time.
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SISO Blocks

Although we declared Block as a generic CSP process, this definition is too
complex for blocks with only one input and one output. In these situations
FDR will make unnecessary set computations associated to process Block’’.
As this is the case of several commonly used Simulink blocks, we introduce
two new processes to our layer Blocks.csp:

The first declaration introduces a stateless Single Input Single Output
(SISO) block. The key point is the state variable y 1 used to hold the
previous output value when the processes are in disabled time steps. Notice
that the parameter outputs is a function of the input value u, rather than a
process name such as Outputs in process Block.

SISOBlock(outputs)(sampler) =

let SISOBlock’(y_1) =

Sampled(in.1?u -> out.y_1!s -> SISOBlock’(y_1),

in.1?u -> let y = outputs(u)

within out.1!y -> SISOBlock’(y))

within ( SISOBlock’(UNDEFINED)

[| aSampler |] sampler ) \ aSampling

The second process defines a stateful Single Input Single Output (SISO)
block. It is similar to SISOBlock, but the function outputs must receive
both the current state s and the current input u, and the function update is
used similarly to the usage in Block.

SISOBlockSS(outputs, update)(sampler) =

let SISOBlockSS’(s,y_1) =

Sampled(in.1?u -> out.1!y_1 -> SISOBlockSS’(s,y_1),

in.1?u -> let y = outputs(s,u)

s’ = update(s,u,y_1)

within out.1!y -> SISOBlockSS’(s’,y))

within ( SISOBlockSS’(UNDEFINED, UNDEFINED)

[| aSampler |] sampler ) \ aSampling

Other important optimisations are discussed in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4.

5.2.3 The BlockLibrary Layer

Our block library layer is composed of blocks from a diverse range of Simulink

libraries. However, all of them are discrete blocks and have no influence of
absolute time on their state, since we use references to the processes defined
in the last layer discussed.
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To clearly identify block processes from our BlockLibrary layer we pre-
fixed these processes’ names with “B ”. So, a Simulink block named Unit-
Delay is specified as a process block named B UnitDelay. Moreover, we use
dashes (’) in each sub-process of a process block to reduce name clashing.

We specify blocks of several libraries including the discrete and disconti-
nuous libraries. These blocks are often used in Simulink and are enough to
translate the system described in Chapter 6.

Discrete Library

The discrete library contains blocks that have a discrete state, including
blocks such as Memory, Unit Delay and Zero-Order Hold. All these blocks
operate on both scalar (boolean, int, . . . , double) and vector values. Conse-
quently their processes need to be polymorphic in terms of their allowed input
values, and this is our motivation to define the polymorphic type T (Recall
from Section 5.2.1).

Memory - This block outputs its input integration step to the previous time
step. That is, it applies a sample-and-hold integration step to its input signal.
It has only one configuration parameter that specifies the initial state of the
block. The value of this parameter is used as the output in the first time
step of the system. The block is mapped to a process B Memory that receives
a parameter x0 — representing both its initial state and its discrete state
variable — waits the global clock event tick, then outputs the current value
of x0 and inputs a value u to be stored as the new state variable.

B_Memory(x0) = tick -> out.1!x0 -> in.1?u -> B_Memory(u)

Note that we neither use the process function Block nor the processes
SISOBlock and SISOBlockSS because:

• these processes are configurable by a sampler and the block Memory
works on every possible cycle of the Simulink loop;

• the Memory block outputs its initial state value before going into the
repeating pattern of outputting the last input value. Our previous
generic processes have a slightly different behaviour: they receive a
value before producing an output.

Simulink allows a Memory block to inherit the sample time of the driving
signal. It also allows to replace this block by a Unit Delay block during
compilation, if requested by the user. This is an important issue that will be
discussed later on when we talk about abstraction and validation.
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Unit Delay - The Unit Delay block delays its input by the specified sample
period. It is a very common block in system designs and can also be found
in the Commonly Used Library. This block is easily represented by the
process below:

B_UnitDelay(x0)(sampler) =

let B_UnitDelay’(UNDEFINED) =

Sampled(out.1!UNDEFINED -> in.1?u -> B_UnitDelay’(UNDEFINED),

out.1!x0 -> in.1?u -> B_UnitDelay’(u))

B_UnitDelay’(y_1) =

Sampled(out.1!y_1 -> in.1?u -> B_UnitDelay’(y_1),

out.1!y_1 -> in.1?u -> B_UnitDelay’(u))

within ( B_UnitDelay’(UNDEFINED) [| aSampler |] sampler ) aSampling

It is worth noting that if this process receives the continuous sampler
mentioned before (CONTINUOUS Sampler) it becomes equivalent to the pro-
cess B Memory. This can be easily proven using FDR by the following two
refinements (⊒ and ⊑).

assert B_UnitDelay(FALSE)(CONTINUOUS__Sampler) [FD= B_Memory(FALSE)

assert B_Memory(FALSE) [FD= B_UnitDelay(FALSE)(CONTINUOUS__Sampler)

These refinements can be viewed as an equivalence proof, even using a
model checker, because these processes are data independent with respect to
the input/output type, the only source of infiniteness [67].

In these assertions we restrict the input channels of both processes to use
the type Tboolean replacing the terms

... in.1?u -> ...

by

... in.1?u:Tboolean -> ...

It is important to highlight that this restriction does not interfere in the
generality of the results. This technique is also discussed in Section 5.4.

However, if the block is configured with a positive value for the parameter
SampleTime it restricts the modification of its state to enabled sample steps.
Moreover, when an offset is also described for the block, it only outputs
its initial condition (x0) after the offset is reached, maintaining its state
undefined during the disabled sample steps controlled by the Offset process.

Zero-order Hold - According to [43], a Zero-order Hold block behaves like
the Unit Delay block except that it has no initial condition. Moreover, the
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Simulink reference manual describes that it only samples and holds its input
for the specified sample period. Differently from the previous two processes,
we can use SISOBlock to specify this behaviour using the identity function
id as argument.

B_ZeroOrderHold = SISOBlock(id)

This means that the block Zero-order Hold just applies the identity func-
tion to its input value in order to produce its output. Remember that it
maintains (holds) its previous output during disabled time steps as realised
by the process SISOBlock.

Also, the process SISOBlock is applied partially, as we passed no argu-
ment to the sampler parameter.

Source Library

While blocks from the Discrete Library allow storing values received from
input signals, the Source Library provides blocks that do not receive any
input. The library includes blocks commonly used to simulate a system,
such as Step and Ramp functions and signal generators. Furthermore, two
fundamental concepts are represented as blocks in this library: constant
values and the ground signal.

Constant - This block, as its name suggests, generates a constant value. It is
a special block in terms of sample time, because the sample time is defined as
inf, indicating that the output of the block is unchanged during simulation.
Since the value inf is used by Simulink to efficiently discover the block output
during a simulation, we just ignore the sample time and translate the block
as follows

B_Constant(k) = tick -> out.1.k -> B_Constant(k)

Ground - Similarly to the Constant block, Ground receives no input value
and always outputs zero I.0 (Recall from Section 5.2.1 that the tag I stands
for integers and I.0 means the integer constant 0):

B_Ground = tick -> out.1.I.0 -> B_Ground’
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Sinks Library

Simulink allows a block diagram to have blocks with unconnected output
ports. Although Simulink can simulate such a model successfully, it recom-
mends the user to avoid creating models with unplugged ports. Instead, it
suggests to use, for example, a Terminator block to finish an unconnected
port.

Terminator - This block acts as an unrestricted consumer. It produces no
outputs. Also, it does not need a sampling parameter because it operates on
every cycle of the system.

B_Terminator = tick -> in.1?u -> B_Terminator

Signal Routing Library

The blocks considered until now are very powerful, but can only produce
Simulink models with a single path (a model in which all possible traces are
prefixes of the biggest one); they are single-input, single-output or SISO.
This library introduces blocks that select, group or ungroup signals: Switch,
Mux and Demux, respectively.

Switch - This block allows one to choose between its first (u1) and third (u3)
inputs. The value of the chosen input port is used as output of this block.
The decision is made according to the value of its second input (u2) and it
concerns three possibilities: u2 not zero, u2 greater than a threshold or u2

greater than or equal to a threshold.
As the first decision needs only one parameter (u2), while the other two

also need the threshold, we cannot create the Switch block as a unique
CSP process; CSPm does not allow overloading. Hence, we present separated
functions and processes separated and lately we integrate them.

B_Switch(condition) =

let Outputs(_,<>) = out.1!UNDEFINED -> SKIP
Outputs(_,<u1,u2,u3>) = if condition(u2) == TRUE

then out.1!u1 -> SKIP
else out.1!u3 -> SKIP

within Block(3, Outputs, STATELESS)

Here you can see the use of the process Block to define a library process.
Recall from Section 5.2.2 that the process Block is a sampled process that
receives an Outputs process. We use the argument 3 to define three input
ports (to receive values u1, u2 and u3); the process Outputs, responsible
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to produce the output event out.1.x, where x depends on the predicate
condition(u2); and our STATELESS lambda expression as the update func-
tion, as B Switch does not have a state.

Observe that the first input of Outputs is ignored (it is not bound to a va-
riable name). Moreover, note that when no input is received (Outputs( ,<>))
the block output is undefined (out.1!UNDEFINED). This happens if the block
is specified with a sampler that behaves as the sequential composition of an
Offset and a Sampler. For example in:

Offset(...); Sampler(...)

Furthermore, the process Block is instantiated partially, as we passed no
argument to the sampler parameter.

Now, let neq(x,y), gt(x,y) and gte(x,y) stand for the functions x 6= y ,
x > y and x ≥ y . That is, the functions defined in our Types layer (see
Appendix B) to compute inequality, greater than and greater than or equal
to, respectively. We exploit the power of CSPm lambda expressions to specify
the conditions as below:

B_Switch__NZ = B_Switch(\ u @ neq(u, I.0))

B_Switch__GT(I.threshold) = B_Switch(\ u @ gt(u, I.threshold))

B_Switch__GTE(I.threshold) = B_Switch(\ u @ gte(u, I.threshold))

It is worth observing that the two last definitions have a special cha-
racteristic: they are explicitly typed (I.threshold). The tag I of type
Tinteger, via pattern matching, requires these processes to only receive in-
teger values for threshold [21]. We have observed this as an interesting way
of adding explicit types to CSPm function and process declarations, as long as
the functional language embedded into CSPm is not statically typed [51] and
parameters of processes and functions do not explicitly define their types.

Mux - A multiplexer is an interesting abstraction in the construction of mo-
dels. It allows grouping signals to define vectors of data.

The blocks presented until now can deal with any Simulink data type (sca-
lars or vectors) through inputs and outputs. The Mux block receives as input
any type of value, but it always produces a vector. It reuses our definition of
a block by defining a local process Outputs that produces the vector output
and terminates with success (SKIP). Notice that the process Outputs ignores
the first parameter received from Block — using the placeholder “ ” — and
outputs UNDEFINED when its input sequence us is empty.

B_Mux(n) =

let Outputs(_,<>) = out.1!UNDEFINED -> SKIP
Outputs(_,us) = out.1!V.us -> SKIP

within Block(n, Outputs, STATELESS)
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Again, we have defined the update function as the lambda expression
STATELESS.

Demux - While a multiplexer creates vectors, a de-multiplexer has the inverse
behaviour: it splits a vector. Simulink defines several options to break the
input vector. However, we choose to support only the basic split option: split
an n-dimensional input vector into n output values (scalars). The process is
presented below:

B_Demux(n) =

let Outputs(_,UNDEFINED) = ||| i: {1..n} @ out.i!UNDEFINED -> SKIP
Outputs(_,<V.v>) = ||| (i,y): vectorToRelation(V.v) @

out.i!y -> SKIP
within Block(1, Outputs, STATELESS)

We highlight that the local process Outputs is an interleaving process
that only terminates when all outputs occur. Also, the process receives a
parameter n that indicates the dimension of the input vector and the number
of outputs to be produced.

Logic and Bit Operations Library

Combinational Logic - This implements a standard truth table. It can be
used for modelling programmable logic arrays (PLAs), logic circuits, decision
tables, and other Boolean expressions. The block is configured by a matrix
of the outputs that must be produced, where each row of this matrix is
associated to a row of the hidden matrix of inputs, see Table. 5.1.

(Hidden) Input(s) Matrix
Row u1 u2

1 0 0
2 0 1
3 1 0
4 1 1

Output(s) Matrix
y1

0
0
0
1

Table 5.1: Combinational Logic block matrices

The number of columns of the outputs matrix is the number of block
outputs. Simulink returns a row of the truth table matrix by computing the
row’s index from the input vector elements, as below, given an input vector,
u, of m elements. The row’s index is calculated by
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rowindex = 1 + um ∗ 20 + um−1 ∗ 21 + . . . + u1 ∗ 2(m−1)

Unlike [43], we have not defined a function to check if the user-specified
truth table can form a matrix. We just assume that each row of the matrix
has the same number of elements and let FDR shows any problem if the
user specifies an invalid matrix. However, we define an auxiliary function to
perform exponentiation.

This process works only with vector inputs and outputs. So, it can only
be connected to processes that operate on vectors such as the B Mux and
B Demux processes.

Logical Operator - Another important block of Simulink is the Logical Ope-
rator block. It is used to represent several commonly used boolean opera-
tions such as and, or, not, nand, nor and xor.

To translate this “family” of blocks we create some functions to construct
Tboolean values from CSPm Bool values and realise these boolean operations
on sequences of Tboolean values.

boolean(false) = FALSE

boolean(true) = TRUE

f_not(<b>) = boolean(b == FALSE)

f_and(s) = boolean(not elem(FALSE,s))

f_or(s) = boolean(elem(TRUE,s))

nand(s) = boolean(elem(FALSE,s))

nor(s) = boolean(not elem(TRUE,s))

xor(s) = boolean(seqCount(TRUE,s) % 2 == 0)

Note that some functions have their names prefixed with f since the
identifiers not, and and or are keywords in CSPm. The function elem is
predefined by CSPm to check whether a element belongs to a sequence and
the function seqCount was defined in our Prelude layer.

Then, we define a process that receives one of these functions and the
number of inputs of the block, since the Simulink Logical Operator block can
have any positive natural number of inputs.

B_Logic(f)(n) =

let Outputs(_,<>) = out.1!UNDEFINED -> SKIP

Outputs(s,us) = out.1!f(us) -> SKIP

within Block(n, Outputs, STATELESS)

Furthermore, to reduce parameterisation we specialised this process with
the respective functions.
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B_Not = B_Logic(f_not)(1)

B_And = B_Logic(f_and)

B_Or = B_Logic(f_or)

B_Nand = B_Logic(nand)

B_Nor = B_Logic(nor)

B_Xor = B_Logic(xor)

Observe that the process B Not fixes the number of inputs to 1.
All these functions can be easily represented using the blocks Mux, Com-

binational Logic and Demux, in this sequence. Nevertheless, Simulink treats
them as simple blocks (blocks that are not composed of other blocks).

Relational Operator - Similarly to the previous block, Simulink also defines a
family of relational operators in the same block: equality, inequality, greater
than, greater than or equal to, less than and less than or equal to. The CSPm

functions to represent these operators are omitted, as they are straightfor-
ward to be defined, like those used by Logical Operator block.

B_Relational(f) =

let Outputs(_,<>) = out.1!UNDEFINED -> SKIP
Outputs(s,<a,b>) = out.1!f(a, b) -> SKIP

within Block(2, Outputs, STATELESS)

Although the block name suggests the operators to be a hypothetical
relation r like those from our Prelude layer, the operators are captured as
functions f of type X × X → Tboolean.

Math Operations Library

Simulink provides a set of blocks that represent simple arithmetic operations:
addition, subtraction, unary minus, multiplication, division, absolute value,
min and max. These operations are quite simple to be handled in our stra-
tegy.

Sum - This block realises addition or subtraction of the inputs, depending on
the settings of the Simulink block Operators parameter: the parameter ops
in our process B Sum. Although this Simulink parameter can represent the
number of inputs or the list of operators, we abstract it as a sequence of add
or sub functions from the Types layer, omitted here due to their simplicity.

B_Sum(ops) =

let Sum(<x>, <>) = x

Sum(<x>^s, <f>^fs) = f(x, Sum(s, fs))
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Outputs(_,<>) = out.1!UNDEFINED -> SKIP
Outputs(s,us) = out.1!Sum(<I.0>^us, ops) -> SKIP

within Block(#ops, Outputs, STATELESS)

The process outputs UNDEFINED until its offset is finished, and outputs
the result of the function Sum when a sampleStep occurs. Sum is defined
as a recursive function that receives two sequences: the operands and the
functions (f) to be applied between every two operands. More precisely, an
operand x and the result of the recursive call. We concatenate (<I.0>^us)
the value zero (I.0) to the received inputs (us), as long as the ops has the
same length of us — Block has #ops inputs — and the head of sequence
ops can be sub. Moreover, Sum finishes recurring when it receives a sequence
with only one input Sum(<x>, <>).

Gain - This block is a standard block used to represent multiplication and
division by a constant value. Assuming the multiplication function mul,
defined in our Types layer, the block is translated as follows

B_Gain(k)(sampler) =

let outputs(UNDEFINED) = UNDEFINED

outputs(u) = mul(k, u)

within SISOBlock(outputs, sampler)

Other blocks of this library, such as Abs, Add, Subtract, Unary Mi-
nus, Product, Divide and MinMax, were also translated and can be found
in Appendix B.

Discontinuities Library

Two blocks were also added to our library from the Simulink Discontinuities
Library. Discontinuities blocks are blocks that limit the input function using
lower and upper bounds.

Rate Limiter - This block limits the first derivative of the signal passing
through it. The output changes no slower than the falling slew rate (F)
parameter and no faster than the specified rising slew rate (R) limit. It
computes the rate of change using the following mathematical function:

rate =
u(i) − y(i − 1)
t(i) − t(i − 1)

where u(i) is the input value of the block at the step t(i) and y(i − 1) is the
output of the block at previous step t(i − 1). The block output depends on
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the parameters R and F , the computed rate, and the elapsed time (△t —
STEP SIZE in our process). The current output y(i) of the block is either:

• △t .F + y(i − 1), if rate < F ;

• △t .R + y(i − 1), if rate > R;

• or u(i), otherwise.

B_RateLimiter(F, R) =

let F’ = mul(F, STEP_SIZE)

R’ = mul(R, STEP_SIZE)

outputs(UNDEFINED, u) = outputs(u, u)

outputs(y_1, UNDEFINED) = outputs(y_1, y_1)

outputs(y_1, u) = let rate’ = sub(u, y_1)

within if lt(rate’, F’) == TRUE

then add(F’, y_1)

else if gt(rate’, R’) == TRUE

then add(R’, y_1)

else u

update(_,_,y_1) = y_1

within SISOBlockSS(outputs, update)

We represent the Rate Limiter block as a SISO process with a single state
variable updated according to the previous value (y 1) of its output. That is,
a SISOBlockSS process whose update function just needs the previous output
value to update the state variable. Note that we do not need to compute the
rate as the previously mentioned mathematical equation. We only need the
numerator (rate ′ — represented as rate’) of that equation, as long as we
can optimise the later less than (lt) and greater than (gt) comparisons to
use F’ (△t .F ) and R’ (△t .R), as long as we know, for example, the following
equivalences to the expression rate > R:

u(i) − y(i − 1)
t(i) − t(i − 1)

> R =
rate ′

△t
> R = rate ′ > △t × R

Saturation - The Saturation block imposes upper and lower bounds on a si-
gnal. When the input signal u is within the range specified by the lowerLimit
and upperLimit parameters, the output signal is equal to the input signal.
When the input signal is outside these bounds, the block clips the signal to
the upper or lower bound. Thus, we just use well known functions min and
max to restrict the input value u.

B_Saturation(lowerLimit, upperLimit) =

let outputs(UNDEFINED) = out.1!UNDEFINED -> SKIP
outputs(u) = min(max(lowerLimit, u), upperLimit)

within SISOBlock(outputs)
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Ports and Subsystems

The several blocks mapped until now are only enough to create a flattened
block diagram, one in which all blocks are elementary. However, Simulink

also provides a mechanism to create a hierarchical composition structure of
block diagrams through Ports and Subsystems. This section discusses only
how we map Ports to CSP, since Subsystems cannot be expressed with simple
processes. As we will see, Subsystems are mapped during the translation of
the model.

Inport and Outport - A port is a block that receives a new value but filters
the propagation of the received value (holds the last value) when not in a
sample step. Input and output ports behave similarly. Thus, we define a
generic process that abstracts the behaviour of a port, as follows.

Port(num)(sampler) =

let Port’(s) = Sampled(in.num?u -> out.num!s -> Port’(s),

in.num?u -> out.num!u -> Port’(u))

within ( Port’(UNDEFINED) [| aSampler |] sampler ) aSampling

This process can also be written as.

Port(num)(sampler) = SISOBlock(id)(sampler)

[[ in.1 <- in.num, out.1 <- out.num ]]

The only difference between this definition and the our library process
B ZeroOrderHold is that we rename the input and output channels to iden-
tify the port number.

Using the definition above we declare B Inport and B Outport as ins-
tances of the Port process.

B_Inport = Port

B_Outport = Port

Enable - Adding an Enable block to a subsystem makes it an enabled subsys-
tem. An enabled subsystem executes while the input received at the Enable
port is greater than zero. Simulink uses greater than zero since boolean values
are internally represented as unsigned integers of eight bits (uint8). We sim-
plified the block to work only with boolean values Tboolean, as this simplifies
the behaviour. Moreover, the block uses two additional channels: enable,
to receive the enable input; and enabled to indicate that the subsystem is
enabled to produce outputs.
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channel enable: Tboolean

channel enabled

B_EnablePort = tick -> (enable.TRUE -> enabled -> B_EnablePort

[] enable.FALSE -> B_EnablePort)

5.2.4 Mapping Systems and Subsystems

An important contribution of this work is the set of algebraic rules to syste-
matically map a Simulink model into a CSP specification. It is important to
note that Simulink has no formal semantics in which we can guarantee the
correctness of the rules we are proposing. Therefore, we are indeed giving a
semantics to Simulink using CSP. And this semantics is based on the informal
descriptions provided in the Simulink manuals. A possible validation could be
comparing our translation strategy to other works, for example, comparing
our CSP models to Circus models produced in [45].

Moreover, we propose rules that are independent and compositional. This
allows one to create a CSP specification by translating the hierarchy of Si-
mulink blocks, one by one.

Our rules are formatted as LHS ↔ RHS , where LHS stands for left-hand
side and RHS stands for right-hand side. The rules can be applied from left
to right (→) or from right to left (←). Moreover, if there are restrictions to
the application of the rule, a Provided clause is used in the bottom of the
rule to highlight them.

The relation ↔ is an equivalence on diagrams (models or libraries). When
we write LHS ↔ RHS it means that the diagram represented by LHS has
the same observable behavior as that expressed by RHS . Therefore, in any
context, it is not possible to distinguish between them.

Normalisation Rules

The first set of rules is used to simplify Simulink diagrams by eliminating
subsystem duplications. The original replicas become references to a copy of
the subsystem. This simplification is helpful since it minimises the size of the
original system. Therefore, model checking can be possibly applied without
further abstractions.

Let M be a Simulink model containing a set bks of blocks, which are
interconnected by a set of signals sgs ; and LS be a set of Simulink libraries
referenced by M . We define a rule that creates an empty library L that does
not influence the behaviour of the model M using the following rule:
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Rule 1 (Create/Delete Empty Library)
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(5.1)

Provided (→) L /∈ LS.

Rule 1 can be used from the left-hand side to the right-hand side, creating
an empty library, as long as the new empty library name is not already present
in LS . In the reverse order, this rule can be applied to delete the library L.
In this case there is no restriction to delete L.

Now, suppose δ is the diagram (from a model or subsystem) that contains
a block named BlockName, whose definition β has parameters ϕ bound to
values υ, and its input and output signals are in sgs . And let L be a library
that has a set bksL of blocks. We can define a new rule that creates a copy
of β in L as follows:

Rule 2 (Copy Block to Library/Remove Block from Library)
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(5.2)

Provided (→) β /∈ bksL.
(←) β is not referred in bks.
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This rule preserves the behaviour of the block diagram because we do not
change any signal from sgs , the set of blocks bks remains the same and the
block BlockName is not modified. Moreover, library blocks do not influence
the behaviour of the model when: (1) they are not referenced by the blocks
in the model and (2) the copied block is not being referenced by M , as
required by the inverse application of the rule. Although omitted in the rule
to simplify explanation, the block β in LRHS is also named BlockName.
Recall from Chapter 3 that Simulink blocks are identified by name. Notice
that the rule can only be applied from left to right if bksL has no block named
BlockName; and that the parameters are also copied with the associated
bindings υ as the default values.

The rules presented so far do not change the model M or diagram δ. Now,
let β in δLHS (or in δRHS ) has its parameters ϕ bound to υ values whereas in
L the default values of the β parameters are ̟. Rule 3 changes the diagram
δ by replacing blocks by Reference blocks (blocks marked with ):

Rule 3 (Extract/Inline Reference)
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(5.3)

We highlight that when applied in the direction → the rule only preserves
the behaviour of the model if the values υ of the ϕ parameters (or mask
variables) are used in the block reference, instead of the default values ̟.

This rule was naturally based on the refactoring rules Extract Method and
Inline Method found in most Integrated Development Environments (IDE)
for programming languages such as Eclipse for Java and Microsoft Visual
Studio for C#. The formal semantics of such kinds of programming rules
can be found in [68, 69, 70].
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Finally, we present a rule that takes a diagram δ (model or subsystem),
containing a block with one or more unconnected output(s), and connects it
to a Terminator block.

Rule 4 (Terminate Unconnected Signals)
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(5.4)

This rule is used to represent explicitly the task already realised by Simu-

link. That is, during simulation of a Simulink diagram, Simulink ignores the
values produced by unconnected outports.

As presented before, process B Outport needs its environment to accept
an event such as “out.1....”. However, if this event does not become a
signal — it is not renamed to a signal and hidden by the (sub)system —
the CSP environment will observe “out.1....”. Thus, we need to apply
this rule before mapping the model. This is necessary because signals of a
Subsystem block must not be directly observable by the system environment.

Mapping Rules

After a model is normalised, the translation is realised in a bottom-up order
by applying the translation function Ψ to each element of the model, since
Simulink models are constructed hierarchically.

The translation strategy can be thought of as a term rewriting system
that exhaustively applies the rules to progressively replace Simulink blocks
with CSP processes.

The rules described here are presented as equations. Now, however, the
left-hand side of the equation represents the application of the translation
function Ψ to an element of Simulink. And the right-hand side is the CSPm

script produced by this particular application of the function. Therefore, our
set of mapping rules is an inductive definition of Ψ on the structure of a
Simulink model.

Before presenting our first translation rule we need to discuss about how
we represent signals.

The channel signal defined in Section 5.2.2 only provides an integer iden-
tifier/index and it is important in the definition of our BlockLibrary layer
to define processes such as B SRFlipFlop that can be found in Appendix B.
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However it is convenient to know what a signal represents in the model by
just reading it. Thus, signal is not used here because we want to explicitly
capture the origin of the signal in the event. To capture the origin of a signal
we declare a datatype BlockId that defines a tag for each block in the model.

datatype BlockId = N1_BlockName1 | ... | N1_BlockNamei

N2_BlockName1 | ... | N2_BlockNamej

NM_BlockName1 | ... | NM_BlockNamek

Also, notice that to distinguish blocks with the same name in different
subsystems a block identifier (tag from BlockId) is prefixed with a namespace
identifier (N1 , N2 and NM above). For example, if we have a model with
two subsystems, System1 and System2, where System1 has itself another
subsystem System3 and System2 has another subsystem System4, we will
have four namespaces N1 , N2 , N3 and N4 associated to the subsystems
System1, System3, System2 and System4, respectively. So, namespaces
are defined incrementally by traversing the model using a depth-first algo-
rithm.

Then, signals of a Simulink block diagram (model or subsystem) are map-
ped into indexed references of a channel that we call sig. This indexed
reference is realised through the use of a unique identifier, a value of the
datatype PortId, composed of the block identifier and the number of the
port that produces the signal.

nametype PortId = BlockId.Int

channel sig: PortId.T

Data exchanged between two or more block processes are captured by
events produced by sig. For instance, a signal produced by the first port of
a Demux block named Demultiplex inside a system m (1 ≤ m ≤ M ) is
translated as sig.Nm Demultiplex.1. The synchronous semantics of CSP
guarantees that the value read by the destination block process is the same
written by the source block process at a time step. Here it is important to
note that the channel sig captures all possible signals of the Simulink model
(including subsystems), but it still does not connect the blocks.

The following rule summarises how we translate a signal:

Rule 5 (Map Signal)

Ψ





















(Nm) =
sig_SignalName =

sig.Nm_BlockName.i
(5.5)
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However, if the signal is unnamed we simply produce the sig-based event
itself without needing to introduce a renaming as in the previous rule.

Rule 6 (Map Unnamed Signal)

Ψ





















(Nm) = sig.Nm_BlockName.i (5.6)

Moreover, when the user gives a name to a signal we just prefix the name
given by the user with sig :

Rule 7 (Map Named Signal)

Ψ





















(Nm) = sig_SignalName (5.7)

Besides the rules to translate signals we have a fundamental rule to map
an elementary block into CSP:

Rule 8 (Map Elementary Block)

Ψ

























(Nm) =

BlockName = BlockType(args) [[

in.1 <- Ψ(iSignal1)(Nm),
in.2 <- Ψ(iSignal2)(Nm),
in.K <- Ψ(iSignalK)(Nm),
out.1 <- Ψ(oSignal1)(Nm),
out.2 <- Ψ(oSignal2)(Nm),
out.N <- Ψ(oSignalN)(Nm) ]]

(5.8)

Where BlockType(args) = Ψ(β[ϕ 7→ υ])(Nm). And Ψ(β[ϕ 7→ υ])(Nm)
returns the process name given by the library block β augmented with the
necessary arguments args, where args = Ψ(υ)(Nm).

The process is generated by applying relevant Simulink arguments of the
block to a process of our BlockLibrary layer. For example, if β is a Unit De-
lay block from Simulink Discrete Library and [ϕ 7→ υ] associates the value 1
to the parameter initial condition (x0) and the value 1/64 to the parameter
SampleTime, Ψ(β[ϕ 7→ υ]) results in B UnitDelay(I.1)(Sampler 64Hz)
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Ψ





















(Nm) =

MyUnitDelay =

B_UnitDelay( Ψ([x0 7→ 1])(Nm) ) [[

in.1 <- Ψ(iSignal)(Nm),
out.1 <- Ψ(oSignal)(Nm) ]]

Figure 5.4: Applying Rule 8 to a UnitDelay block.

as presented in Fig. 5.4. Recall from Section 5.2.3 to see the definition of pro-
cess B UnitDelay. Furthermore, we use a renaming to identify the connec-
tion of the block process to the translated signals, obtained by applying Ψ
to the named or unnamed signals that surround the block.

The translation function Ψ takes two factors into account to choose a pro-
cess from our BlockLibrary layer that is appropriate to model the Simulink

block:

• The block type - Simulink blocks have a standard parameter named
BlockType (represented by β in Rule 8) that indicates the type of the
library block. This parameter is the main criteria used by the transla-
tion function Ψ. However, some parameters (ϕ) are also included since
they can affect the functionality. For example, the Switch block is re-
presented by three processes in our library: Switch NZ, Switch GT

and Switch GTE; depending on the value of the condition parameter:
“u2 6= 0”, “u2 > threshold” and “u2 ≥ threshold”, respectively.

• The sample time - The block parameter SampleTime is also funda-
mental for the translation. It can be assigned explicitly by the user, im-
plied by the type of the library block (for example, the block Constant
always have SampleTime equals to “inf”) or derived by the sample
time propagation.

Now, we can translate a normalised block diagram containing a list bks
of blocks and a list sgs of signals using the next rule:

Rule 9 (Map Block Diagram)

Ψ












bks , sgs











 (Nm) =

let ̺

ς

CS = Γ(̺, ς)
within || (p,cs): CS @ [ cs ] p

(5.9)

Where ̺ = Ψ(bks)(Nm) and ς = Ψ(ζ(sgs))(Nm).
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In this rule, Ψ is first applied to the list of blocks (bks). That is, to
every block of the list bks , to produce the block declarations of the sys-
tem. Then, the translation function is applied to the named signals obtained
by applying a filter (ζ) over sgs . Finally a function Γ uses the transla-
ted blocks ̺ and translated signals ς to produce a relation CS that asso-
ciates the process of a block to the set of signals it consumes. This func-
tion is used in the parallel composition of the block declarations, finishing
the connections of the processes. This parallel composition is straightfor-
wardly produced using an indexed/replicated alphabetised parallel expression
(|| (p,cs): CS @ [ cs ] p) in which the processes (p) are restricted to
the set of events (cs). Moreover, this composition has a similar effect to the
one discussed previously using a similar example as the following

B1 [[ out.1 <- sig.Nm_B1.1 ]]

[| | sig.Nm_B1.1 | |]

( B2 [[ in.1 <- sig.Nm_B1.1, out.1 <- sig.Nm_B2.2 ]]

[| | sig.Nm_B1.1, sig.Nm_B2.2 | |]

B3 [[ in.1 <- sig.Nm_B2.2, in.2 <- sig.Nm_B1.1 ]] )

Moreover, recall from Chapter 3 that some subsystems can have an Enable
block that controls when the subsystem is able to produce outputs. Thus we
define a rule quite similar to the previous rule, but that renames and hides
the tick event that controls subsystem loop to the event enabled produced
by our process B EnablePort.

Rule 10 (Map Enabled Diagram)

Ψ

















bks , sgs

















(Nm) =

let Enable = B_EnablePort

̺

ς

CS = Γ(̺, ς)
within ( Enable

[| | enabled | |]

( ( || (p,cs): CS @ [ cs ] p ) [[

tick <- enabled ]] )

) \ { enabled }

(5.10)

Where ̺ = Ψ(bks)(Nm) and ς = Ψ(ζ(sgs))(Nm).

Although this rule should be named Map Enabled Subsystem, we
preferred to define it at the level of diagrams, as long as we observed a Sub-
system block does not directly contains the Enable port, its block diagram is
the one containing the Enable port. Thus, we can only achieve compositional
rules if dealing with Enable ports at the level of diagrams.
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As said before, when translating an elementary block we produce an ins-
tance of a library process BlockType(args) by applying Ψ(β[ϕ 7→ υ])(Nm).
Besides, recall from Chapter 3 that a Subsystem block can have a list of
mask variables similar to parameters of a library block. We translate these
mask variables using two projection functions Υ and Ω that extract the mask
variable name and the mask variable value, respectively.

Υ
(

MaskVariableName 7→ Value
)

= MaskVariableName

(5.11)

Ω
(

MaskVariableName 7→ Value
)

= Value

(5.12)
Also, these projection functions are applicable to lists γ of mask variables,

producing lists containing the result of applying the function itself to each
mask variable.

Two more rules are used to translate a Subsystem and the entire Model.
Both have an internal block diagram, which we denote by δ, translated using
the Rule 9.

Rule 11 (Map Subsystem)

Ψ





































δ





bks , sgs











































(Nm) =

S_SubSystemName(Υ([γ 7→ υ])) = Ψ(δ)(Nl)
I_BlockName =

S_SubSystemName(Ω(γ 7→ υ)) [[

in.1 <- Ψ(iSignal1)(Nm),
in.2 <- Ψ(iSignal2)(Nm),
in.K <- Ψ(iSignalK)(Nm),
out.1 <- Ψ(oSignal1)(Nm),
out.2 <- Ψ(oSignal2)(Nm),
out.N <- Ψ(oSignalN)(Nm) ]]

(5.13)

Rule Map Subsystem is similar to Rule 8. It creates a process definition
with the name of the subsystem, prefixed with S , and parameterised by the
mask variables names obtained from Υ([γ 7→ υ]). The right-hand side of its
process equation (its body) is given by the translation of the block diagram
δ; and another process definition that instantiates the previous definition
using the default values of the mask variables (Ω([γ 7→ υ])). We highlight
that the process definition S SubsystemName in the right-hand side use the
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namespace identifier Nl from L instead of passing the argument Nm . Nl is
computed as previously said.

Moreover, to support Reference blocks used by Simulink to allow users
to define layers in library files we create a rule that only differs from the
previous rule in three aspects: the prefix used here is L ; Ψ takes the library
L containing the Simulink subsystem definition into account; and the values
υ of the mask variables γ are used in the instantiation I SubsystemName of
L SubsystemName instead of that ̟ parameters from block SubsystemName
in L.

Rule 12 (Map Block Reference)

Ψ









































































L












































δ





bks , sgs







bksL





















































































































(Nm) =

L_SubSystemName(Υ([γ 7→ υ])) = Ψ(δ)(Nl)
I_BlockName =

L_SubSystemName(Ω([γ 7→ υ])) [[

in.1 <- Ψ(iSignal1)(Nm),
in.K <- Ψ(iSignalK)(Nm),
out.1 <- Ψ(oSignal1)(Nm),
out.N <- Ψ(oSignalN)(Nm) ]]

(5.14)

The last Rule finishes the translation by creating a process definition
that just gives a name to the global block diagram. Note that N1 the first
namespace is defined here.

Rule 13 (Map Model)

Ψ

















ModelName
δ





bks , sgs























( ) = ModelName = Ψ(δ)(N1) (5.15)
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The translation maps the entire Simulink model as a unique process whose
name is given by the name of the Simulink system block prefixed by “M ”;
for example, a system named Elevator Control System will be translated
as a process named M ElevatorControlSystem in Chapter 6.

5.3 Mapping Requirements to CSP

The aviation industry follows several restrictions on the development process.
When a new product is defined, the certification authorities define together
with the industry the documentation that must be produced and how it must
be organised. The requirements of the product, for example, are separated
into several groups: safety, certification, product, system, functional, etc. In
this work we have focused on functional and system requirements.

The functional requirements describe the functions performed on the flight
control computers. Recall from Chapter 2 that these computers are used to
schedule the different Flight Control Laws according with flight conditions.
These functional requirements basically define the rationale behind each ele-
ment designed in Simulink. That is, the algorithms that process sensor data,
generate actuator commands and display information, etc. Thus, these re-
quirements are usually associated to several elements of the block diagram
to provide traceability and are simultaneously translated when we translate
the Simulink block diagram using our translation rules.

The system requirements describe the operation modes of the system and
the system architecture. Moreover, they provide restrictions on the physical
implementation of the system such as limits of data that is communicated
between items of equipment. Another important information in the system
requirements is the relation with the aircraft level. Recall from Chapter 2
that the system level in the V-Model is below the aircraft level, and the
systems are created to supply the aircraft functions.

The operation modes of an aircraft system are associated to the modes
in which the pilots can operate the aircraft. That is, these modes define, for
example, if the pilot has direct control of a surface using only the mechanical
systems of control or if the control computers can augment the commands
to produce better handling qualities. These requirements are usually asso-
ciated to architectural components like command switches that allow pilots
to change the system behaviour.

Thus, the really important requirements to translate are those descri-
bing the system architecture. Typical architectures of flight control systems
include items of equipment such as sensors and transducers, displays, ac-
tuators, electrical, mechanical and hydraulic components, etc. To translate
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these items to CSP we can use almost all expressions provided by CSPm, as
we present in Chapter 6. As long as the requirements are domain specific,
we only show here how to connect these components with the translated
Simulink model. To achieve this, we first define a process that represents
a (computer) clock that listens to tock events and consequently generates
tick events.

channel tock

Clock = tock -> tick -> Clock

Then, we declare the set of channels aTick, containing the event tick;
and aClock, including the events tick and tock;

aTick = {| tick |}
aClock = {| tick, tock |}

and define a process ControlComputer, in which the Model process is em-
bedded.

ControlComputer(Model) = ( Model [| aTick |] Clock ) \ aClock

Through the parallel composition of the Model and the Clock synchronising
on the event tick (in aTick) the computer process controls when each Si-

mulink loop iteration occurs. And by hiding the clock events we define the
control computer as a “black box” component, as long as the environment
will only have access to the input and output defined by the process Model.

Architectures of flight control systems typically replicate the digital flight
control computers using quadruplex configuration [1]. Producing an archi-
tecture with four control computers in CSPm is straightforward, as one can
just use the replicated interleave operator, as follows:

QuadruplexConfiguration(Model) =

||| i: {1..4} @ ControlComputer(Model)

This produces four instances, one for each value the variable i can assume,
of the process ControlComputer.

Other interesting items used in these architectures are the data buses that
transmit data between other items using specific communication protocols.
To represent such a kind of item one can use similar ideas from those used
in [62]. Some common data bus protocols used in the aviation industry are
the CAM bus, the Arinc 429 and the Arinc 629. For a detailed explanation
about data buses and flight control systems architectures refer to [54].
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5.4 Validation

After composing the CSP specifications generated from the Simulink model
and from the system architecture, some simplifications must be performed,
since most real systems have infinite domains that are not directly suppor-
ted by a model checker like FDR2 (our supporting tool). This step of the
strategy, called abstraction, may be the most complex step because of the
dependency between the several system components. FDR2 manual [21] has
an entire section dedicated to the way one can compress the CSP specifica-
tion to be model checked. The optimisations realised in our representations
of blocks are inspired on these recommendations.

Moreover, we have optimised our processes using a compress function
provided by FDR2 that does not reduce the size of a compiled process, but
represents the process as a table. The compress function is added to our
BlockLibrary layer using the following declaration:

transparent explicate

The transparent function is added to most of our processes, as exemplified
in what follows.

B_Terminator =

let B_Terminator’ = tick -> in.1?u -> B_Terminator’

within explicate(B_Terminator’)

This makes the verification of the block states faster than traversing the
conventional LTS, as discussed in [21].

Another optimisation realised in our strategy is the standard compression
of (tau) τ -transitions realised by FDR2. It is important to note that we
always hide signals of (sub)systems. Thus, we create many τ -transitions in
our models, which benefit from the compression algorithms of FDR2 [21].

Furthermore, as previously said, the state-space explosion problem can be
avoided by using the ideas of [67] and [41]. In particular, the data abstraction
technique [71, 72] can be supported by our approach by the introduction of a
type parameter (Tin) to our processes Block, SISOBlock and SISOBlockSS,
as follows:

Block(n,Outputs,update)(sampler)(Tin) = ...

SISOBlock(n,outputs)(sampler)(Tin) = ...

SISOBlockSS(n,outputs,update)(sampler)(Tin) = ...
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Tin can be a set of our type T, from our Types layer, or a subtype of T

such as Tboolean and basically restricts the inputs received by the block
(in.1?u:Tin). However, this abstraction must be realised not only by redu-
cing the data domains used by the process, but also between components.
The usage of parameter Tin is illustrated in the process B Terminator below:

B_Terminator(Tin) =

let B_Terminator’ = tick -> in.1?u:Tin -> B_Terminator’

within explicate(B_Terminator’)

5.4.1 Defining Properties

According to [19], parallel composition can be used in two ways: to syn-
chronize processes to realise a task concurrently or to be equivalent to the
conjunction (i.e. logical “and”) of trace specifications. In this second usage
CSP acts more than a simple specification language and the parallel process
is supposed to be used on the left-hand side of a refinement check. If we take
the entire CSP model of an FCS, as previously showed, and put in parallel —
as a conjunction — with CSP processes that reveals problems in our system
we can find defects of the system architecture or of the system design.

We defined a channel defectFound of a user defined datatype Defect to
allow the definition of properties using the following template

datatype Defect = DEFECT_ID_1 | ... | DEFECT_ID_N

channel defectFound: Defect

DefectK = receive events of interest ->

if validation/verification mechanism

then defectFound.DEFECT_ID_K -> STOP
else DefectK

By providing just the desired events of interest, which are produced by system
components, and a validation/verification mechanism to check if a property is
invalid, it is possible to define many kinds of properties. Moreover, the tem-
plate process deadlocks if the defect is found. Thus, our validation strategy
results are obtained by assertions like

assert (System [|{| events of interest |}|] DefectK) :[deadlock free [F]]

This idea of putting a process to watch another process for defects is also
discussed in details in [73].
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5.5 Tool support

To make it possible to translate complex Simulink models we developed our
translating rules in a tool, named Sim2Csp, that automatically generates a
CSP model from a Simulink model file. The tool was implemented in Java.
And the runtime environment of the tool is Java Standard Edition (SE) 1.6.
The input (Simulink model) file of our program represents Simulink models
in the textual format, and can refers to Simulink library files, which are also
in the same textual format. Our program outputs the CSP script file in
CSPm format of FDR2. Four parts make up the tool to achieve the automatic
translation strategy: the Simulink model parser, a filter, the normaliser, and
the translator.

The parser, including a lexer (scanner), is implemented by extending a
parser/lexer developed by Frank Zeyda and used in CLawZ [44] and in the
Circus Producer [74]. It constructs an abstract syntax tree (AST — com-
posed of objects from classes that represent the Simulink elements) based
on the tokens produced by the scanner. A filter simplifies the input file, by
collecting defaults parameters values of all used blocks and applying them
when a block (section of the file) omits a parameter. Moreover, the filter
discards the unnecessary contents such as parameters for diagram visual ap-
pearance, or simulation efficiency. Then, the AST is normalised, by applying
our normalisation rules. The translator traverses the normalised AST to pro-
duce another AST of the CSPm script. Finally, the AST of the CSPm script is
“printed” to a script file.

Both the normalisation and the translator components of our tool are
defined as classes in Java that apply the rules according with our defined
strategy. That is, translating the AST in a bottom-up approach. We define
an interface named Rule and two sub-interfaces: NormalisationRule and
TranslationRule. And each of our rules is a class that implements one of
these two interfaces. The interface TranslationRule represents our translation
function Ψ. In particular, the subclasses of TranslationRule are restricted to
a specific class of objects in the AST.

We only need to highlight that the tool translates a Simulink block, sub-
system or model into a (parameterised) CSP process with slight differences
in their names. The reason is that CSPm identifiers are restricted to start with
an alphabetic character followed by any number of alphanumeric characters
or “ ”, then, any number of dashes; and Simulink block naming conventions
allow a variety of special characters, including “ ”, “$”, “/”, line break, and
so on. Thus, our tool pre-processes block names by replacing these special
characters by identifiers such as “ space ”, “ dollar ”, “ slash ”
and “ newline ”, respectively. However, if the resulting name ends with
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underscores we remove the ending underscores. This is an important activity
realised by our tool, as long as real projects usually have a variety of naming
conventions that use special characters and changing these names manually
to satisfy CSPm identifier restrictions is impractical.

Furthermore, although we have not yet defined rules to translate the Sta-

teflow charts, our tool can also translate them as CSP processes, representing
both states and transitions as local processes of the chart. We are inspired
by the works found in [64, 75] and more precisely in [76].
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Chapter 6

Verifying a Fly-by-Wire
Elevator Control System

In most aircrafts, the pitching movement (the up-and-down motion of the air-
craft’s nose) is controlled by two elevator surfaces at the rear of the fuselage.
The Elevator Control System (ECS) is responsible to one of the essential pri-
mary functions of an aircraft: the pitch function. The main goal of the ECS
is to control these two surfaces. This chapter presents the application of our
defined strategy to this Fly-By-Wire (FBW) Flight Control System (FCS)
designed by Embraer. We highlight that the following sections are neither
supposed to present the complete details of the system nor the details of
specification.

6.1 System Requirements

Recall from Chapter 5 that the requirements of a FCS are divided into catego-
ries and we focused our work on only two of them: the system and functional
requirements. Moreover, the system requirements group operation require-
ments and architectural requirements.

6.1.1 Operation Requirements

In respect to the operational requirements at aircraft level, the ECS operates
in only one mode of operation: the alternate mode. That is, the system is
a Command Augmentation System, which augments the commands of the
pilots when the aircraft is in air, to decrease pilot workload (see Fig. 6.1).
In particular, this requirement was captured by Embraer engineers in the
architecture of the system, as we are going to show.
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Figure 6.1: Command Augmentation System

6.1.2 Architectural Requirements

Fig. 6.2 shows an overview of our ECS. The system is composed of Inceptors,
Display, Sensors, Controllers and Actuators. Inceptors (side-sticks) capture
commands from the pilots: priorities, from push-buttons (PB); and longi-
tudinal side-stick deflections (in degrees), from Linear Variable Differential
Transformers (LVDT). These signals are processed by four controllers, which
also consider the state of the airplane to generate commands to the associated
actuator (PCU). The flight conditions are derived from three airplane state
variables: pitch rate (in degrees per second), aircraft location (“on ground”
or “in air”) and flap position (retracted or deployed). These signals are
provided by three Inertial Reference Units (IRUs), four Weight-On-Wheels
(WOW) sensors (two for each landing gear below the wings) and the Flap-
Slat Actuator Control Electronics (FSACE), respectively.
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Figure 6.2: The Elevator Control System - Overview

The system captures commands or intents from pilots through inceptors
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and then processes these signals in the controller component, which also
receives feedback inputs from three rate gyros (IRUs) sensors, from actua-
tor raw LVDT and from surface deflection LVDTs. As most flight control
actuation systems on current aircrafts, the ECS actuators are electrically
signalled (engaged or disengaged by solenoid valves) and hydraulically powe-
red (forces are regulated by servo valves). These actuators drive the surfaces
movements according to the commands sent, via electrical wiring, from the
controllers. Each controller is embedded into a primary computer — Flight
Control Module (FCM). Controllers are defined in Simulink and have several
subsystems, including the control law function (control algorithm) to send
the command signals to the associated actuator.

The system architecture is depicted in Figure 6.3. Note that every surface
has two attached actuators, which are associated to a specific replica of the
controller.

Figure 6.3: The Elevator Control System - Architecture

We point out that many components (items) illustrated in Fig. 6.3, such
as side-sticks, actuators, rate gyros and WOW sensors, are physical devices
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designed by suppliers of the manufacturer and integrated to the aircraft.
Thus, their descriptions are restricted to their operation requirements. The
following sections describe some of these items of equipment (except the
Display equipment) and how we translate them.

Inceptors

As said before, the inceptors capture intent from the pilots. In most Fly-By-
Wire systems mechanical equipments such as yokes are replaced by electronic
devices like side-sticks. Side-sticks are used by the pilots to move the air-
craft’s nose down, by pushing the control stick; or move aircraft’s nose up,
by pulling the control stick. In the ECS an inceptor is a side-stick (see
Fig. 6.4(a)) that generates a priority status (PB) and three control stick
positions (P1, P2 and P3). The priority status comes from a Priority But-
ton, a push-button “normally closed” — see Fig. 6.4(b) — installed in each
side-stick. This status is used to define the “side-stick in control”, the only
one in control of the system, by keeping the button pressed. When closed,
the button’s priority status is zero (ground). The positions generated by
the side-stick are called “Longitudinal Side-stick Deflections” and come from
three independent Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT). These
LVDTs are connected to the control stick and produce analog signals (in
degrees), which are converted to digital signals and send to the controllers
through an exclusive digital data bus.

Figure 6.4: Side-stick internal architecture

To specify the side-stick we create channels similar to those channels in,
out and signal defined in Section 5.2.2.

channel priority: Int.{ I.0, I.1 }
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channel press, release: Int

These channels are identified by an integer value. Moreover, the chan-
nel priority communicates a Tinteger value (I.0 and I.1) to represent the
button output in volts.

The following process PriorityButton describes the behaviour of the
side-stick push-button.

PriorityButton(i) =

let PriorityButton’(s) =

priority.i!s -> PriorityButton’(s)

[] s == (I.0) & press.i -> PriorityButton’(I.1)

[] s == (I.1) & release.i -> PriorityButton’(I.0)

within PriorityButton’(I.0)

It can send its status (s) to all controllers (using the event priority.i!s)
or ([]) change its status after performing the event press.i or release.i.
Initially, the process status is ground (zero — the Tinteger value: I.0) and it
becomes one when the button is pressed. Note that the process is configured
with a parameter i, used in its events to identify the button that produced
them.

The LVDT component is similar to the one defined in Section 4.1.3 and is
presented later in this section. However, the channels used by the presented
LVDT process are replaced by the following channels:

channel coreMoved: Int.Tinteger

channel lvdtOutput: Int.Tinteger

The A/D converters were simply abstracted as identity functions (Recall
function id from our Prelude layer defined in Section 5.2.1), as long as we
are only interested in what are the values transmitted.

Moreover, pilots change the deflections by moving the control sticks.
These events are captured by the following channel.

channel stickDeflection: Int.Tinteger

Again, the identifier of the side-stick is communicated together with the
intended deflection in degrees.

The three “Longitudinal Side-stick Deflections” (pitch commands) pro-
duced by the side-stick are captured by events of channel deflection.

channel deflection: Int.{1..3}.Tinteger
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The channel communicates two identifiers: the side-stick identifier and
the command identifier (1, 2 or 3); and the Tinteger value that represents
the deflection in degrees.

Now, we need to define the side-sticks as a process. A side-stick is re-
presented in our model as a process (SideStick) identified by the pilot

parameter and composed by independent (interleaved |||) sub-processes:
a PriorityButton and the indexed (i) shared parallel composition ([|{|
stickDeflection.pilot |}|]) of three LVDT.

SideStick(pilot) =

PriorityButton(pilot)

||| ( [| {| stickDeflection.pilot |} |] i:{1..3} @

( LVDT(i, I.0) [[ coreMoved.i <- stickDeflection.pilot ]] ) )

Note that the pilot identifier is used by local processes and the core of
each LVDT is connected to the stick by renaming the channel coreMoved.i
to stickDeflection.pilot. Besides, the three LVDTs are synchronised,
using the shared parallel, to observe the stick deflection together.

The ECS requirements need the side-sticks to operate according to the
Table 6.1.

Signal Description Range Accuracy Units Rate (Hz)
Priority button PB 0 or +10 — Volts —
Pitch command P1 -25 to +25 1.907E-4 Degrees 80

(18 bits)
Pitch command P2 -25 to +25 1.907E-4 Degrees 80

(18 bits)
Pitch command P3 -25 to +25 1.907E-4 Degrees 80

(18 bits)

Table 6.1: Side-stick operation requirements

The requirements define these signals as floating points with specific ac-
curacy, which is defined by engineers by adding some safety protection to the
ranges of signals used by the control laws. However, CSPm does not support
floating point number. Thus, we restrict these values to integers and also
abstract blocks that use single or double precision constant values.

Sensors

The Weight-on-Wheels (WOW) sensors and the rate gyros (IRUs) can be
specified similarly to an LVDT. In general, the sensors are SISO items of
equipment that observe the environment, produce sampled data in a specific
frequence and can have a state variable. The ECS sensors operate according
to Table 6.2.
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Sensor Range Accuracy Units Rate (Hz)
LVDT -25 to +25 1.907E-4 Degrees 80

(18 bits)
WOW 0 or +10 — Volts —
IRU -64 to +64 4.88E-4 Degrees/sec 80

(18 bits)

Table 6.2: Sensors operation requirements

Sensor(init, outputs, update)(sampler)(Tin) =

let Sensor’(s,y_1) = ...

within ( Sensor’(UNDEFINED, init)

[| aSampler |] sampler ) \ aSampling

This process has a state variable s, initially undefined; and holds it pre-
vious output (y 1), whose initial value is init. The body of the process
Sensor’ is equal to our process SISOBlockSS’ (Recall from Section 5.2.2)
and is omitted. Moreover the parameter Tin is used to capture the operation
requirements of the sensor, as we can see in the following processes defining
the sensors LVDT, WOW and IRU.

T_LVDT = { I.x | x<-{ -25..25 } }
LVDT(i) = Sensor(I.0, ..., ...)(Sampler__80Hz)(T_LVDT) [[

in.1.x <- coreMoved.i.x,

out.1.x <- lvdtOutput.i.x | x<-T_LVDT ]]

WOW = Sensor(I.0, ..., ...)(CONTINUOUS__Sampler)({I.0, I.10}) [[

in.1 <- weight.i,

out.1 <- wow.i ]]

T_IRU = { I.x | x<-{ -64..64 } }
IRU = Sensor(I.0, ..., ...)(Sampler__80Hz)(T_IRU) [[

in.1 <- pitch.i,

out.1 <- pitchRate.i ]]

Note that we define sets to capture the operation requirements of sensors.
However, we omit the output and update functions of these processes, as long
as we cannot expose some details of the system due to confidentiality terms.

Actuators and Surfaces

As presented in Section 4.1.4, an actuator (PCU) can be specified as a process
composed of some simple local processes, which handle the internal compo-
nents of the PCU such as the solenoid valve (SOV) and the servo valve
(EHSV). That process is used to represent our system PCUs.
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Moreover, the two elevator surfaces are modelled using a channel that
communicates the surface position

channel surfacePos: Int.{ -25..25 }

and the following process:

ElevatorSurface(i)(Tin) =

let ElevatorSurface’(position) =

surfacePos.i!position -> ElevatorSurface’(position)

[] rawPosition?a:{1,2}?p:Tin -> ElevatorSurface’(p)

within ElevatorSurface’(I.0)

Note that this process updates its position based on the values commu-
nicated by the channel rawPosition, which communicates the movement of
the two PCU raws (identified by a) connected to the surface.

FCMs and Controllers

A Flight Control Module (FCM) is usually composed of two electronically
and powered independent (micro)processors such as an Intel 486 or Pentium
processor. Although these processors are segregated, they are often used to
embed the same controller in an specific redundancy schema such as mo-
nitoring or duplicated-monitored [54]. The FCM process is inspired by the
process ControlComputer from Section 5.3. It is composed of an internal
clock and two instances of the Controller process, explained later.

FCM = ( ( CommandLane

[| {| tick, in.31, out.3 |} |]

MonitorLane )

[| aTick |] Clock ) aClock

CommandLane = Controller

MonitorLane = Controller [[ in.31 <- out.3, out.3 <- in.31 ]]

Finally, the entire system is specified as the composition of independent
processes such as inceptors, sensors and the Flap-slat ACE (FSACE — whose
process was ommited); with the control computers associated to each of the
four actuatos (PCU) and controlling the two surfaces.

ECS = ( Inceptors ||| Sensors ||| FSACE )

[|{|...|}|]
(

( ||| i:{1..4} @ FCM [...<->...] PCU(i) )

[|{| surfacePos, rawPosition |}|] Surfaces
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)

Inceptors = SideStick(1) ||| SideStick(2)

Sensors = ( ||| i:{1..3} @ IRU(i) ) ||| ( ||| i:{1..4} @ WOW(i) )

Surfaces = ElevatorSurface(1) ||| ElevatorSurface(2)

6.2 Elevator Controller Design

After we properly represented all operation requirements and architectural
components in CSP, we need to translate the controller components em-
bedded into FCMs. As previously said, each controller is divided into two
processing lanes, a Command Lane whose outputs are sent to the associa-
ted actuator (PCU) and a Monitor Lane. The Simulink model of a lane of
our controller is depicted in Fig. 6.5. Each lane receives the elevator com-
mand xElevatorCommand deg (Inport 31 in Fig. 6.5) of the parallel lane to
compare with its computed ElevatorCommand deg (Outport 3 in Fig. 6.5)
and decide whether to engage or disengage the actuator when there are dife-
rences between these commands. This redundancy schema of monitoring is
discussed in [13] and [54].

A lane contains at least five subsystem: the Voter subsystem, a tri-
plex sensor voter to validate the signals from redundant IRUs and LVDTs of
both side-sticks; the WOW Computation, used to validate the four WOW
signals (two for each landing gear of the aircraft); the Priority Logic sub-
system that identifies which pilot must control the surfaces (both can be
in control if they press the priority buttons simultaneously); the Elevator
Controlling subsystem, the grouping of control laws used to output the
desired command to the servo valve of the actuator; and an Engagement
Logic, used to prevent the solenoid valve of the controlled actuator from
engaging the surface when the commands from both lanes differ more than a
threshold. Moreover, the Monitor Lane is responsible for accomplishing some
safety requirements. For example, it contains the same five subsystem as the
Command Lane and an additional subsystem named Command Response
Monitor, which checks whether the surface position is driven according to
the actuator command.

Using the Simulink model browser we can observe the complexity of the
lane structure. Fig. 6.6 shows almost all subsystems of the Monitor lane.

Note that there are several duplicated subsystems in this model such as
Debounce, Counter 64 Hz and S-R Latch. So, we must normalise it
before the translation.

Using our rules 1 to 3, always from the left-hand side to the right-hand
side and in this order, we simplify the model as depicted in Fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.5: Controller lane - Simulink block diagram
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Figure 6.6: Simulink model browser - Monitor lane

Then we use our tool to translate this normalised model to CSP, gene-
rating a specification containing: 286 instances of library processes, 30 defi-
nitions of subsystem processes, 539 usages of the channel sig and 1 process
definition for a Stateflow chart.

6.3 Validation and Results

The flight control laws inside the Elevator Controlling subsystem des-
cribe what changes in the system plant must be done to satisfy the pilot
commands. When designing the laws, control engineers define the required
frequencies of the signals consumed by the controller to guarantee stability
of the feedback control. Moreover, they also verify whether the commands
sent to the actuator drive the elevator correctly.
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Figure 6.7: Normalising the model of the Monitor lane

In parallel to the control law design, the architecture is defined with
redundancy and voting mechanisms, creating replicas of the controller that
must share the same input signals. However, if replicas of the controller are
not synchronised they can drive the elevators “correctly” (as designed) in
opposite directions. This is an important property, as long as this would
cause a rolling moment (Recall from Fig. 1.3(b)) at the aircraft tail and
an undesired spin movement of the aircraft. In particular, elevators are
usually projected for the longitudinal control of the airplane whereas such a
movement (lateral control) is controlled by the two aileron surfaces, located
at the trailing edges of the wings (Recall from Fig. 2.4).

Observing the Priority Logic subsystem we think that if the controllers
embedded into FCMs are not synchronised they can receive different values
of the priorities from the pilots. This can produce different commands to the
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surfaces, as long as the side-sticks of the captain and the first-officer can be
in opposite directions. Thus, our verification goal is to check whether this
property can be violated.

We designed an Observer process based on the process Defect from
Section 5.4.

Observer = surfacePos?x?s1Pos:Ts_Surface ->

surfacePos?y:diff({1,2},{x})?s2Pos:Ts_Surface ->

if (neq(s1Pos, s2Pos))

then defect -> STOP
else Observer

In summary, it is interested in receive the positions s1Pos and s2Pos (of
type Ts Surface) of the two elevator surfaces x and y (∈ {1, 2}) and validate
the property by comparing these positions. When the surfaces have different
positions (described by the inequality neq(s1Pos,s2Pos)), the observer pro-
duces a defect event and then deadlocks (STOP).

Finally, the Observer is combined in parallel with the System and the
verification reduced to an assertion that should not reveal a deadlock.

ObservedSystem = ECS

[| {| surfacePos.i.x | i<-{1,2}, x<-Ts_Surface |} |]

Observer

assert ObservedSystem :[deadlock free [F]]

Intuitively, a deadlock can occur because the Priority Logic subsystems
can give control to different pilots if the controllers are not synchronised to
read the priorities and debounce them.

After specifying all those components in CSP as well as the desired pro-
perty, the ObservedSystem presents a huge state space (the state explosion
problem) due to the manipulated data types. For example, even abstracting
the pitch rate signals produced by the IRUs as Tinteger values ranging bet-
ween -64 and 64, instead of the floating precision numbers with 18 bits of
accuracy; this range is still huge for the system. To overcome this problem
we need to performe some simplifications. We use the data abstraction ap-
proach proposed in [41] to find the minimum values of the data types (the
abstract domains) that are relevant to capture the system’s behaviour of
interest. This reveals, for example, that the side-stick LVDT signal could
assume five (discrete) values: -25, -1, 0, 1 and 25, corresponding to the po-
sitions: LOWER, NEGATIVE, NEUTRAL, POSITIVE and HIGHER. So,
we just modify the set T LVDT as follows:

T_LVDT = { I.x | x<-{ -25, -1, 0, 1, 25 }}
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Moreover, as the Controllers depend on the LVDT signals, they are also
abstracted to finite domains. We applied this technique to each component
of the system and also to the interactions between them.

The verification of the model (A1) performed with FDR founds a dead-
lock — confirming our intuition that the architecture can interfere in the
design (Simulink model) — because the four FCMs are not executing the
Priority Logic subsystems synchronously. Following our strategy, we per-
formed a change in the design using a simplified architecture (A2), with
only two controllers embedded into a two FCMs and reading the priorities
synchronously; then the property was satisfied. Table 6.3 shows the results
of the analysis. We observed that simplifying the architecture reduced the
verification time. All experiments were performed on an Intel Core 2 Duo
T5750 processor, 4Gb RAM and OS Kubuntu Linux 8.10.

Processes Approx. Time Deadlock free
A1 2680 12 hours Fail
A2 1368 9 hours Pass X

Table 6.3: Formal verification results

As previously said, in a standard V-Model, the design is verified in se-
veral phases of the development with different techniques such as simulation
in a host computer and tests in a prototype laboratory with a target (mi-
cro)processor and real equipments (RIG test). According to Embraer, as we
see in Table 6.4, the estimated time to execute tests that cover this same
property is about four hours. However the time elapsed from the end of the
design phase — after the tests in a target computer with simulated equip-
ments — to the analysis of the “Iron bird” test results is approximately four
working months, due to the construction of the necessary laboratory facili-
ties. Moreover, if a problem is found during a RIG test, for example, the
steps from the correction to the test re-execution are very costly. In this
way, our work significantly reduces the costs of manufacturing and testing
incorrect designs, since our validation is done during the initial phases of the
development.

Computer Equipment Type Approx. Time
Simulation Host Simulated 1 hour
Tests Target Simulated 2 hours
Laboratory construction — — 4 months
“Iron bird” Laboratory Target Real (Final) 1 hour

Table 6.4: Test-based verification
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The definition of a strategy to validate or verify complex systems is an interes-
ting challenge. This work studied some of the systems created by aeronautics
and aviation industries and identified several engineering concepts that are
relevant to understand the development of Flight Control Systems.

Moreover, understanding and relating all concepts presented in this work,
from so many engineering disciplines, such as control engineering, was an
enormous effort. However, we have no doubt that this dissertation defines a
good startup point to those people not familiar with these engineering fields.
In particular, we clearly defined some kind of body of knowledge about how
aeronautic systems are built from the client request to some laws of Physics
and Aerodynamics, as well as the techniques of validation and verification of
such complex systems. It is also a contribution to our research group SRG
(Software Reliability Group) and partners from Embraer.

This work also defined some important contributions to the validation/ver-
ification of complex systems using the formal technique of model-checking.
Applying formal methods to complex systems in the context of this disser-
tation involved collecting concepts of other fields to capture the semantics
of models used in Engineering in the closest possible way. We have showed
that representing a complex system from a Simulink control diagram using
a formal model (written in CSP) can be achieved by defining an infrastruc-
ture that provides useful constructions, those defined from Section 5.2.1 to
Section 5.2.3; and an automatic translation of the system designs at the top
of this infrastructure, as presented in Section 5.2.4.

Furthermore, the layered infrastructure presented in Chapter 5 defines a
formal semantics to Simulink models and is supposed to represent all concepts
concisely in order to create the system model as smaller as possible. To
achieve this, some normalisation rules were presented to transform Simulink

models in such a way that they avoid duplicated definitions. Moreover, by
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using our translation rules, it is possible to automatically translate discrete
Simulink models into CSP specifications.

Another contribution associated to the translation from Simulink to CSP
was finding an interesting representation for timing features. We represent
SampleTime parameters, used in certain Simulink blocks, as positive integer
step identifiers and create the notion of Samplers, which behave as limited
counters, quickly compiled by FDR2. Also, our Sampled process was an im-
portant construction to move the timing (counter) state variable t from our
process Block to our process Sampler, reducing state explosion (a factorisa-
tion step similar to the one capture in the normalisation process). This was
possible due to the definition of the timing controlling events (tick, step
and sampleStep) triggered by Samplers and listen by Sampled.

As discussed in Section 5.2.3, some of our presented library processes
are data independent and can be easily abstracted using the technique of
Lazić [67], as we did in the Elevator Control System. Moreover, other blocks
can be changed using the ideas of data abstraction using the type parame-
ter Tin to restrict the inputs of the block. Obviously that, in these cases,
functions that work on these data may be abstracted as well [41].

Our Toolkit layers (Prelude and Types) defined a new level of abstrac-
tion to CSPm. As we discussed in Section 5.2.3, by using our type tags (I, B or
V) it is possible to statically define the types of the parameters of functions
and processes. This is useful because it is a characteristic found in functional
programming languages such as Haskell but this is conveniently (in a certain
sense) missing in CSPm.

We also reported some intermediate results: we showed in Section 5.2.2
how to define a generic process that receives any number of inputs without
ordering; we proved, using the failures model of CSP, that our iterative choice
accumulator process is, obviously, less restrictive than a sequential definition;
and we verified in Section 5.2.3 that our process B UnitDelay can represent
the process B Memory if configured with a CONTINUOUS Sampler. In parti-
cular, this second verification is a proof that the informal equivalence defined
in the Simulink manual [11] is correct.

By defining properties as observer processes and using deadlock analy-
sis, we can also validate the system design. This idea was inspired in the
comments of Roscoe [19] about parallel composition as conjunction, the Spy

process of security protocols defined in [62], and from the work reported
in [73].

We identified several related works [77, 42, 22, 43, 44, 45]. However,
none of these works have defined a set of compositional rules to translate a
Simulink model into a formal notation, as we have done. They only define the
steps to create a complete model in their formal notations informally, hiding
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the translating details into tools that implement their informal descriptions.
Our tool support is based on our normalisation and translation rules. This
can be a source of error-proneness as long as we can prove that our rules
always produced a correct CSP specification.

Martin et al [42] focused their work only on the control engineering dis-
cipline. They propose to use theorem proving to realise a formal verification
of control laws replacing conventional engineering methods such as the step
response analysis for continuous systems (Recall from Section 3.2). It is far
from our objective to validate discrete controllers embedded into different
architectures because control laws can be only a part of a controller.

The work reported in [77] is similar to our approach to translate Simu-

link diagrams. However, Lustre is used as the formal notation to represent
Simulink blocks. This can also be regarded as a formalisation of Simulink as
long as Lustre, like CSP, is equipped with a formal semantics. On one hand,
Lustre has strong typing, which facilitates the representation of Simulink

types. On the other hand, we had to define our own typing mechanisms. Like
us, they also report the development of a strategy and a translator utility.
Nevertheless, the potential of their approach is to produce implementations
adhering to a specific target platform: TTA; and can be used, for example,
to certify code generators for specific target languages.

Another comparable work is the one presented in [22]. It provides an
algorithm and tool to translate Simulink diagrams into formal descriptions
accepted by the NuSVM model checker. Because they use model checking in
their work, they only consider finite state systems. Moreover, we have not
found any comments on the state-explosion problem and their strategy does
not realises optimisations, such as those realised in our processes.

Chen and Song Dong have a very interesting work to formalise Simu-

link [43]. It is close to the works of CLawZ [44] and Circus [45], but defining
a new language based on the Z notation; this extension was called Time
Interval Calculus (TIC). Chen and Song Dong defined a TIC library for Si-

mulink libraries as well, but their work differ from ours in the sense that they
use theorem proving to analyse the formal models. Thus, in most cases, it
is not possible to automatically check a property of a TIC model, while our
strategy can automatically prove a system property, provided the model is
correctly abstracted.

As future works we intend to improve our Simulink library blocks as
well as prove that our rules always produced a correct CSP specification;
and integrate this work with ideas from safety assessment process. This
is interesting because our architectural components only define the nominal
behaviour of components whereas safety is commonly used to deal with faults
and failures [22].
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Besides, the implemented translation of Stateflow charts must still be
defined as rules. Our current tool support is not yet complete. For example,
our tool currently is not implementing the rules in a compositional way that
allow future extensions.

Moreover, the formal models produced by our strategy can also be ana-
lysed using other tools for CSP, such as the PAT [56] model-checker. Be-
sides, the CSP-Prover [24] can be used to allow us applying this strategy
to continuous systems, since CSP-Prover provides built-in real numbers and
can deal with infinite models. By using the CSP-Prover, our work immedia-
tely extends the work of Son Dong in potential for analysis (automatic and
semi-automatic). We also intend to realise a deeper investigation on how
the formal techniques of data abstraction, abstract interpretation and data
independence can be supported in our strategy.

Concerning safety assessment, there is a new research direction known as
model-based safety assessment [16, 17], where formal models (derived from
Simulink models) are used to perform fault-tree analysis. However, instead
of using predicates that capture failure modes, provided by human beings,
we intend to annotate our nominal models with non-determinism in order to
obtain the failure modes automatically by analysing traces of system failures.
The analysis can be made using the same elements presented in our strategy
(Section 5.4.1) and the failure modes can be constructed by CSP functions
that accept a set of traces and yield a set of failure modes.

Our formal models can still be considered for code generation, for example,
using the work reported in [78] to generate Handel-C code from CSP models.
In this case, the approach is to produce correct code by construction, instead
of the verification of an existing implementation as realised in [45].

We found a defect when integrating the Simulink model of the Elevator
Control System with the architecture. For this reason, we also intend to
undertake another research effort to propose laws and a strategy to modify
the architecture systematically to avoid the kinds of problems found. This
can be infeasible for nominal behaviors in general, but for safety aspects
where modifying the architecture means basically introducing redundancy
(fault tolerance), this seems to be straightforward.
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Appendix A

Types.csp

include "Prelude.csp"

-- TYPES --------------------------------------------------

datatype T = UNDEFINED

| B.Bool

| I.Int

| V.Seq(T)

tagOf(UNDEFINED) = UNDEFINED

tagOf(B.x) = B

tagOf(I.x) = I

tagOf(V.x) = V

-- BOOLEAN ------------------------------------------------

subtype Tboolean = B.Bool

FALSE = B.false

TRUE = B.true

boolean(false) = FALSE

boolean(true) = TRUE

eq(a,b) = boolean(a == b)

neq(a,b) = boolean(a != b)

f_not(<b>) = boolean(b == FALSE)

f_and(s) = boolean(not elem(FALSE,s))

f_or(s) = boolean(elem(TRUE,s))

nand(s) = boolean(elem(FALSE,s))
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nor(s) = boolean(not elem(TRUE,s))

xor(s) = boolean(seqCount(TRUE,s) % 2 == 0)

-- INTEGER ------------------------------------------------

subtype Tinteger = I.Int

integer(i) = I.i

minus(I.i) = I.-i

add(I.a, I.b) = I.(a+b)

sub(I.a, I.b) = I.(a-b)

mul(I.a, I.b) = I.(a*b)

div(I.a, I.b) = I.(a/b)

abs(I.i) = if i < 0 then I.-i else I.i

gt(I.a, I.b) = boolean(a > b)

lt(I.a, I.b) = boolean(a < b)

gte(I.a, I.b) = boolean(a >= b)

lte(I.a, I.b) = boolean(a <= b)

min(I.a, I.b) = I.(if a > b then b else a)

max(I.a, I.b) = I.(if a > b then a else b)

-- VECTOR -------------------------------------------------

vector(s) = V.s

vectors(t, dimension) = { V.s | s <- seqs(t, dimension) }

vectorToRelation(V.s) = seqToRelation(s)

vectorMap(f)(V.s) = V.(map(f)(s))

-- TYPE CONVERSION ----------------------------------------

B2I(B.false) = I.0

B2I(B.true) = I.1

I2B(I.0) = FALSE

I2B(I._) = TRUE
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Appendix B

BlockLibrary.csp

include "Blocks.csp"

B_Inport = Port

B_Outport = Port

B_EnablePort =

let B_EnablePort’ =

tick -> enable.TRUE -> enabled -> B_EnablePort’

[] enable.FALSE -> B_EnablePort’

within explicate(B_EnablePort’)

B_Terminator(Tin) =

let B_Terminator’ = tick -> in.1?u:Tin -> B_Terminator’

within explicate(B_Terminator’)

B_Constant(k) =

let B_Constant’ = tick -> out.1.k -> B_Constant’

within B_Constant’

B_Ground =

let B_Ground’ = tick -> (out.1.I.0 -> B_Ground’

[] out.1.S.0.1 -> B_Ground’

[] out.1.D.0.1 -> B_Ground’)

within B_Ground’

B_Memory(Tin)(initialCondition) =

let B_Memory’(s) = tick -> out.1!s -> in.1?u:Tin -> B_Memory’(u)

within explicate(B_Memory’(initialCondition))

B_ZeroOrderHold(Tin)(sampler) = SISOBlock(id, Tin, sampler)

B_UnitDelay(Tin)(initialConditions)(sampler) =

let B_UnitDelay’(UNDEFINED) =
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Sampled(out.1!UNDEFINED -> in.1?u:Tin -> B_UnitDelay’(UNDEFINED),

out.1!initialConditions -> in.1?u:Tin -> B_UnitDelay’(u))

B_UnitDelay’(s) = Sampled(out.1!s -> in.1?u:Tin -> B_UnitDelay’(s),

out.1!s -> in.1?u:Tin -> B_UnitDelay’(u))

within ( explicate(B_UnitDelay’(UNDEFINED))

[| aSampler |]

sampler

) aSampling

B_Mux(numInputs, Tin)(sampler) =

let Outputs(<>) = out.1!UNDEFINED -> SKIP

Outputs(s) = out.1!V.s -> SKIP -- #s == numInputs

within Block(numInputs, Tin, Outputs, sampler)

B_Demux(Tin, numOutputs)(sampler) =

let Tvectors = vectors(Tin, numOutputs)

Outputs(UNDEFINED) = ||| i: {1..numOutputs} @ out.i!UNDEFINED -> SKIP

Outputs(V.v) = ||| (i,y): vectorToRelation(V.v) @ out.i!y -> SKIP

B_Demux’(s) = Sampled(in.1?u:Tvectors -> (Outputs(s); B_Demux’(s)),

in.1?u:Tvectors -> (Outputs(u); B_Demux’(u)))

within ( explicate(B_Demux’(UNDEFINED))

[| aSampler |]

sampler

) aSampling

B_DataTypeConversion(Tin)(f)(sampler) =

let outputs(UNDEFINED) = UNDEFINED

outputs(V.v) = vectorMap(f)(V.v)

outputs(u) = f(u)

within SISOBlock(outputs, Tin, sampler)

B_CombinatorialLogic(numInputs, numOutputs, truthTable, sampler) =

let Tvectors = vectors(Tboolean, numInputs)

i2e(0) = 1

i2e(y) = 2 * i2e(y-1)

bitSeqToInt(s) =

let initialSize = #s

bitSeqToInt’(<>) = 0

bitSeqToInt’(s’^<x>) = bitSeqToInt’(s’)

+ (if x == TRUE

then i2e(initialSize-(#s’+1))

else 0)

within bitSeqToInt’(s)

outputs(UNDEFINED) = UNDEFINED

outputs(V.v) = V.( elementAt(truthTable, 1 + bitSeqToInt(v)) )

within SISOBlock(outputs, Tvectors, sampler)

B_Logic(f)(numInputs)(sampler) =

let Outputs(<>) = out.1!UNDEFINED -> SKIP
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Outputs(s) = out.1!f(s) -> SKIP

within Block(numInputs, Tboolean, Outputs, sampler)

B_Relational(f)(Tin)(sampler) =

let Outputs(<>) = out.1!UNDEFINED -> SKIP

Outputs(<a,b>) = out.1!f(a, b) -> SKIP

within Block(2, Tin, Outputs, sampler)

B_Sum(ops)(Tin)(sampler) =

let Sum(<x>, <>) = x

Sum(<x>^s, <f>^fs) = f(x, Sum(s, fs))

Outputs(<>) = out.1!UNDEFINED -> SKIP

Outputs(s) = out.1!Sum(<tagOf(head(s)).0>^s, ops) -> SKIP

within Block(#ops, Tin, Outputs, sampler)

B_Product(ops)(Tin)(sampler) =

let Product(<x>, <>) = x

Product(<x>^s, <op>^ops) = op(x, Product(s, ops))

Outputs(<>) = out.1!UNDEFINED -> SKIP

Outputs(s) = out.1!Product(<tagOf(head(s)).1>^s, ops) -> SKIP

within Block(#ops, Tin, Outputs, sampler)

B_Abs(Tin)(sampler) =

let outputs(UNDEFINED) = UNDEFINED

outputs(u) = abs(u)

within SISOBlock(outputs, Tin, sampler)

B_MinMax(f)(Tin)(sampler) =

let Outputs(<>) = out.1!UNDEFINED -> SKIP

Outputs(<a,b>) = out.1!f(a, b) -> SKIP

within Block(2, Tin, Outputs, sampler)

B_Gain(Tin)(k)(sampler) =

let outputs(UNDEFINED) = UNDEFINED

outputs(u) = mul(k, u)

within SISOBlock(outputs, Tin, sampler)

B_Switch(condition)(Tin)(sampler) =

let Outputs(<>) = out.1!UNDEFINED -> SKIP

Outputs(<u1,u2,u3>) = if condition(u2) == TRUE

then out.1!u1 -> SKIP

else out.1!u3 -> SKIP

within Block(3, Tin, Outputs, sampler)

B_Saturation(Tin)(lowerLimit, upperLimit)(sampler) =

let outputs(UNDEFINED) = out.1!UNDEFINED -> SKIP

outputs(u) = min(max(lowerLimit, u), upperLimit)

within SISOBlock(outputs, Tin, sampler)
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B_Lookup(method)(Tin)(table)(sampler) =

let outputs(UNDEFINED) = UNDEFINED

outputs(u) = method(u, table)

within SISOBlock(outputs, Tin, sampler)

B_RateLimiter(Tin)(F, R)(sampler) =

let F1 = mul(F, STEP_SIZE)

R’ = mul(R, STEP_SIZE)

outputs(UNDEFINED, u) = outputs(u, u)

outputs(s, UNDEFINED) = outputs(s, s)

outputs(s, u) =

let rate = sub(u, s)

within if lt(rate, F’) == TRUE

then add(F’, s)

else if gt(rate, R’) == TRUE

then add(R’, s)

else u

update(u, s, y) = y

within SISOBlockSS(outputs, update, Tin, sampler)

-- SIMULINK EXTRAS ----------------------------------------

S_SRFlipFlop(initialCondition) =

let S = B_Inport__Tboolean_CONTINUOUS(1, signal.1)

R = B_Inport__Tboolean_CONTINUOUS(2, signal.2)

Memory = B_Memory__Tboolean(initialCondition) [[

in.1.xB <- signal.6.xB,

out.1.xB <- signal.3.xB | xB<-Tboolean ]]

Tvectors3 = vectors(Tboolean,3)

Mux = B_Mux__Tboolean_CONTINUOUS(3) [[

in.1.xB <- signal.1.xB,

in.2.xB <- signal.2.xB,

in.3.xB <- signal.3.xB,

out.1.xV3 <- signal.4.xV3 | xV3<-Tvectors3, xB<-Tboolean ]]

Tvectors2 = vectors(Tboolean,2)

Logic = B_CombinatorialLogic(3, 2, < <FALSE,TRUE>,<TRUE,FALSE>,

<FALSE,TRUE>,<FALSE,TRUE>,

<TRUE,FALSE>,<TRUE,FALSE>,

<FALSE,FALSE>,<FALSE,FALSE> >,

Sampler__CONTINUOUS) [[

in.1.xV3 <- signal.4.xV3,

out.1.xV2 <- signal.5.xV2 | xV3<-Tvectors3, xV2<-Tvectors2 ]]

Demux = B_Demux__Tboolean_CONTINUOUS(2) [[

in.1.xV2 <- signal.5.xV2,

out.1.xB <- signal.6.xB,

out.2.xB <- signal.7.xB | xB<-Tboolean, xV2<-Tvectors2 ]]

Q = B_Outport__Tboolean_CONTINUOUS(1, signal.6)
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NQ = B_Outport__Tboolean_CONTINUOUS(2, signal.7)

within

(

(

R [| aTick |] S

)

[| {| signal.1.xB, signal.2.xB, tick | xB<-Tboolean |} |]

(

Mux [| {| signal.3.xB, tick | xB<-Tboolean |} |] Memory

) {| signal.3.xB | xB<-Tboolean |}
) {| signal.1.xB, signal.2.xB | xB<-Tboolean |}
[| {| signal.4.xV3, signal.6.xB, tick | xV3<-Tvectors3, xB<-Tboolean |} |]

(

(

Logic [| {| signal.5.xV2, tick | xV2<-Tvectors2 |} |] Demux

) {| signal.5.xV2 | xV2<-Tvectors2 |}
[| {| signal.6.xB, signal.7.xB, tick | xB<-Tboolean |} |]

(

NQ [| aTick |] Q

) {| signal.7.xB | xB<-Tboolean |}
) {| signal.4.xV3, signal.6.xB | xV3<-Tvectors3, xB<-Tboolean |}
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